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Congratulations,
Seniors

e&steR

"Setting The Pace In

41st

Year

Over 600 Eastern seniors and graduate students are making
their final preparations for Sunday's baccalaureate and Wednesday's commencement exercises.
The first class ever to graduate in Alimnl CoUseiun will
hear Rev. Joseph P. Mullin, minister of the Harvey Browne
Memorial Presbyterian Church, Louisville, in the baccalaureate
services, beginning at 2:30 Sunday. a--1 Dr. Nornran Vincent
Peate, minister of the Marble Collegiste Church of New Yoflt,
will deliver the commencement address at 10 Wednesday.
The ninth and tenth honorary degrees in Eastern his- dntes for the master o? art*
tory will bi presented at the deTec. 148 for the bachelor of
ceremonies to Dr. Peale, hono- arts degree and 433 bachelor of
ters
o science /
candidates.
Dean
rary
Rep. SVl^'^rnt™
Carl Perkins,
honorary Moore will present the class
graduation.
doctor
of
laws. • President forMost
of the graduates, over
Lyndon B. Johnson received the
first honorary degree given by 80 per cent, will enter the
Others
E'astern when he delivered tiie teaching profession.
1961 commencement address. wi!'. enter other professional
fields, or continue their educaDegrees will "be conferred by tions with graduate work..
President Martin on. 55 candi.-

Vacation

A Progressive Era

Friday, May 29, 1964

Stricter Graduate Admissions Policies
Will Become Effective Fall Semester

For Graduation Week
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Seniors In Final Preps
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Have A Happy

-
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Fourth Straight Step
Toward Excellence

Eostern took its faurlh giant step in as rriny weeks toward
racVonic exr-:llencc ;.e«rdny wtfh the announcement of a tighter
;:.adiiste program new fall.
The co'lece recently annoqajced stricter admissions policies,
a stepped-up program of teacfier education for undergraduate
MRS. BRENDA DRANK
itidcuts and a new lab- school blan.
•
,
President Martin said tbaflj
r e w criteria have been
3. Complete personal and prodeveloped by the graduate coiut- fessional data filed with the
11 of the college and approved graduate office.
>y the faculty that affect both
4. A grade of not leas than
admission of student* to the "C" in student teaching at the
graduate program and to can- undergraduate level.
didacy for the degree o* master
Among the criteria listed for'
of arts in education.
jcartdidacy for the master's de-j
Mis.
Brenda ■
Addington ' Basically, the new* criteria: gree Is completion of the verbal
Diane, a junior from Elizabeth- calls for i higher point stand- and quantitative ability sections
lo on, has been announced as iirj in an applicant's undergra- of the Graduate Record Exrecord before admission jvntnstlon. which replaces a bat-1
the first rec\>ient of t|ic Mary luatc
vill be granted to the graduate tery of other aotitude tests p
King Burrrer Award in home program and upon acceptance, presently given. This must be
closer supervision and guidance completed during the first se-1
economics.
.The scholarship, named for by graduate advisory commit-. mester of course work.
Registration for the summer
tees of the college.
Dr Orr announced that Eastsession at Eastern has been Miss Burricr who retired from
tern will be a national testing
Must Iftive A 2.4
Eastern's
faculty
in
1963,
is
scheduled for Monday, ' June
Beginning this fall, a student center for the G. R. E. and he
15, according to Dr. Charles given on the following criteria. must have a point standing of said that it will be administered
Almbrose, dean of admissions The recipient must show char- 2.4 based on a 4.0 system, in three tftnes annually by the coland registrar.
dependability, his undergraduate recosd before lege. It is to be given once each
Registration will begin at 8 acteristics of
Eastern campus, as she pours over her notes
unconditional admission will be semester and once during the Laura Aehcraft, a junior from Richmond, mira-m. in the Weaver Health service, leadership, loyalty to given to the graduate program. summer session. The first test rors a sight fast becoming familiar on the studying for final exams which start Monday.
the home economics departBuilding.
(Continued on Page Five)
Clyde Orr, associate dean
Classes begin on Tuesday. ment and- Eastern, an overall of Dr.instruction
for graduate
The final day to register for a grade standing of 3.0 or better, studies, said that students with
full load is Tuesday, but Dr.
a point standing of 2.25 may be
Ambrose said that teachers and financial need.
considered by the graduate
whose schools are still In sesThe recipient of the award is
provided their standing
sion at that time may have to be selected by the home council
in the fine', year of undergraduuntil Monday, June 22, to regiseconomics faculty, and the an- ate work was at least 2A- If the .
Physical Fitness,"- test
«n»|4ounc«ment made in the spring student is appioied"'ty th» l» Foar members" of the Presl- mcntlbg
vesaity- and Is ties ring compledent's Council on Physical Fit- Dr. Fred Darling, director of ness project.
graduate
council,
he
aejay
be
ttneed by the HegiatrafB Of- ex each year.
tion of his doctorate in educaness will' appear at the Ken- the workshop and coordinator ot
admitted with a reduced load.
President Martin, will preside tion. He will also present- a
will be alphabetically acThe recipient must be a home
the clinic, said that all educaThe required standing for tucky Physical Fitness Clinic tors and others interested* in at the morning session. Other demonstration on "Selected
cording to test names,
economics major of
junior admission to the teacher ed- here June 19. , •
clinic personnel will include Dr. Methods for Improving Fitness."
schedule is as follows:
standing, who plans to gra- ucation program on the underThe day-long program, ex- physical fitness are invited to Don Bales, assistant superin8 a.nv — P-Z; 9 am. — A- duate the following year.
The author of "Physical Eduattend. There is no charge for
pected
to
attract
physical
edugraduate level Is 2.25, Orr extendent of public Instruction; cation for Grades K-8," SwinD; 10 a.m. — E-I; 1 pan. — Jthe one-day clinic.
cators
from
throughout
the
While
In
high
school,
Mrs.
plained.
Ova Haney, superintendent of gros served two years as
O, and 2 pm. — all students
Normal full load for graduate state, will be held at Eastern's Sponsorea My School
Lame County School, and Ger- Kansas State Director* of Health
who flailed to register at the Drane participated in many exAlumni
Coliseum.
The
clinic
is
sponsored
by
tra-curricular
activities
includstudents Is 15 semester hours.
ald White and Phillip Stanley, and Physical Education end was
proper time.
Eastern
in
conjunction
with
the
ing
the
Future
Homemakers
of
The
reduced
load
is
usually
12
Delivering
addresses
at
the
both graduate assistants at supervisor of Elementary School
The sunlmer session at EastPresident's
Council
and
the
America
Club.
She
received
hours,
although
students
may
morning
session
will
be
Glenn
Eastern.
Physical Education.
ern will include a broad offeran
FHA
Scholarship
and
also
be
advised
to
carry
fewer
than
V.
Swengros,
director
of
proState
Department
of
Public
Ining from all regular academic
Swengros, who will speak on
Dr. Cureton is a graduate of
the
State
Homamaker
Degree.
12
hours,
Dr.
Orr
said.
gram
development.
President's
structlon.
departments plus many featthe subject, "Objectives and Yale University, Springfield
The graduate council, the Council on Youth Fitness, andl Goals Set
Mrs. Drane is a member of
ures of special Interest to
Recommendations of the Presiand Columbia UniverDarling said that the clinic dent's Council on Physical Flt- College,
the Eastern Home Economics policy-making body for gradu- Dr. Thomas K. Cureton, naschool people.
sity. He joined the faculty at
graduation ate studies, lists the following tionally-noted professor of' will attempt to:
Included in the summer sche- Club, and upon
is a native of St. Louis, i the Untvei-sity of Illinois in 1944
(1) Interpret the recommen- ness,"
dule of courses are special plans to enter the teaching criteria for admission to the physical education and director
He received both the B.S. and1
(Continued On Page Five)
of the physical fitness research dations of the President's Counprogram:
workshops and seminars de- profession.
cil
on
Physical
Fitness
for
the
1. A graduate of an ac- laboratory, University of Illisigned especially for school
She and her husband, Kenschool, home, and community
people of the State. Dr. John neth Drane, also a junior from credited four-year Institution nois.
Also appearing from the program.
Rowlett, director of research Elizabethtown
majoring
in eligible to grant the bacca- President's
(2) Provide information on efCouncil are Simon
and coordinator of the summer commerce, presently reside at laureate degree.
2. An overall undergraduate A. McNeely, director of Federal- fective ways to increase fitness
READY TO GO . . . Carolyn workshop program, said the 121 Brockton.
State relations, and Bob Stew- among youth and adults.
point standing of 2.4.
King, senior from Whitley City, workshops range in duration
(3) Stimulate physical fltnecs
art, administrator of the Counis shown leaving Case Hall and from one to eight weeks.
activities at the state, district,
cil.
Workshops are scheduled in
heading 'for one
Mountain these areas:, conservation, art
Don Mills, press secretary to and local levels.
Featured on the program will
Governor Edward T. Breathitt,
Laurel Festival' in Pineville. for elementary teachere, orwill speak on behalf of the be a physical fitness demonstraAs Eastern's representative to ganization and supervision of
tion
by students from the LaGovernor.
His topic will be
the Festival, she has been com- student teaching, audio visual
Fifty-eight Eastern junior Spiccr, Lenior, N.C.;
Gary
"The State's Responsibility In rue County schools, under the
education,
teaching
in
the
peting along with representa- kindergarten, school law, creaMike
Stull,
isaptc— —'.log Physical Fitness." direction of Mrs. Nancy H. and senior ROTC cadets will Stinnett, Sinai;
The clinic has been scheduled Goodin,
coordinator of the be among 'over 4,000 cadets Wilders; Fred Taylor, Dayton,
tives from the other colleges in tive
writing, graphic arts,
as part of a sunlmer workshop | physical -fitness program This from 71 colleges and universi- Ohio; Ronald Todd. Richmond.
Kentucky for the title' of Moun- mathematics for elementary
Eastern, entitled "Imple- school system is a pilot system ties at thej nation's largest
Robert Vickers, Richmond;
tain Laurel Queen, which will teachers, athletic coaching, imROTC summer camp at Indian- Ron Walke, Paintsvllle; James
plementing
physical
fitness,
town Gap Military Reservation Walters,
be named tsday.
Shelbyville;
John
and health instruction.
Lawrence Bradley Goodwin,
Thirteen seniors will be comthis summer.
Wells, 'Harlan; Erlan Wheeler,
Jr.,
Richmond,
infantry;
Jack
missioned as second lieutenants
The cadets will report to Cincinnati; Henry White, LexHibbard, Pineville,
infantry;
IGMR Saturday, June 20, to be- ington; Doug Whitlock, Richin the U.S. Army and bwo in James Allen Houston, Cynthlgin six weeks of Intensive mili- mond;
Pete
Wolfinbarger,
the U.S. Marines at the 26th ana, artillery; Russell Barnard
tary training stressing leader- Hamilton, Ohio, and Barry
annual commissioning exercises Mabrey, Pleasure Ridge, armship, self-reliance, development Yocum, Burgin.
to be held at Alumni coliseum or; Ernest Paul Rector, Alof Individual skills, and perbany, artillery, and Robert
Monday evening at 7 pjn.
sonal and group safety.
Louis
Thomas,
Richmond,
Two will receive Regular quartermaster corps.
Eastern cadets attending the
Army commissions, while 11
camp are: Herb Angel, HarPresident
Martin
and
Capwill be commissioned as re- tain Bruce McLaren, (Marine
lan; John Arterberry, Richserve officers. Both Marine Recruiting Officer from Lexmond; William Boggess, Radcommissions will be in the
cliff; Jeff Bowfrnan, Tyner;
ington, will present gold bars
The
Golden
Anniversary superintendent of public instruc- Marine Corps Reserves.
Dennis Bradley,
Lexington;
to Charles Florek, Jr.. Lynch,
tion.
William Bradley, Perry ville,
Class of 1914 and the Silver
A total of 26 will receive and Jimmy W. Hughes, Gray.
To
Install
Officers
Jiriics
Bragg,
Charlottcsvillc,
Jubilee Class of 1939 will be
Army commissions this year.
'
— Members of the 25 and 50- Five were graduated in JanVa.; Gaiy 'Bricking, Bellevue;
honored guests at tomorrow's
year
classes
will
be
given
cerJames Brown, Versailles.
annual Alumni Day celebrauary and eight others will be
tificates and pins, and new offi- commissioned in August. Three
James
Butler,
Louisa;
tion.
Charles Campbell, CaimpbellsA record turnout is expected cers of the association will be students have received comMiss Gloria Elliott, senior
ville; Don Catron, Monticello; from Springfield, will leave
missions in the U.S. Marines
for the day-long festivities that installed at the dinner.
James
Cornett,
Paint
Lick;
New
officers
of
the
Alumni
this
year.
kick off commencement week
Sunday
for Kentucky Day
Jim Donovan,
Catlettsburg; ceremonies at the New York
functions on the Eastern cam- Association to be installed are:
President Martin and Colonel
Drum and Sandal Modern
Steve
Dotson,
West
PrestonsMiss
Wilma
Jean
Carroll,
Oak
pus. Included in Saturday's acJoe M. Sanders, professor of Dance Club has accepted an InWorld's Fair along with other
burg; Mike Durham, Coving- Kentuckians.
tivities will be reunions, recep- Ridge, Tenn., president; Louis military science at Eastern, vitation to perform during inton; Emil Elliott, West Libertions, campus tours, and other A. Power, Glasgow, first vice will present the goal bars to termission at the queen's ball
Miss Elliot was recently
ty; George Freibert, Louispresident, and Mrs. Wilson Mob- the following Beniors: Richard
scheduled meetings.
of the Mountain Laurel Festiville; Carl Garrett, Waddy; chosen for the part of Lucy
erly,
Richmond,
second
vice
Chaffee
Berry,
Fort
Knox,
Special luncheons for the
LeMoyne In the Stephen Foster
val In Pineville this weekend.
Leonard Gooch, Waynesburg.
classes of 1914 and 1939 will president. They take office fol- finance corps; William Howard
Story and will attend the fair
The group will do nusrtbers
lowing
Alumni
Day.
Roger
Green,
Shelbyville;
Cain,
Harlan,
Adjutant
Genbe held at 1 p.m. in the Keen
with eight other representafrom their spring concert, inWarren
Hnmblim,
Krypton;
New
officers-elect
of
the
aseral's
Corps;
Bobby
Eugene
Johnson Student Union Buildtives from the play.
cluding
"Bonnie Prudden,
Duard Hansm. Hazard; Wiling. The alumni will be guests sociation, chosen this spring by Casey, Shelbyville, Infantry; "Route 66," "Suspense," and
The cast will present numliam Hedges, Frankfort; James
of President and Mrs. Martin members of the Eastern group, Larry Wayne Cole, Irvine, Ad- "Unsquare Danee."
.
bers from this outdoor summer
Hennessev.
ri<rin«8ville,
Fla.;
-».t tfe~ ''Ian ton House -from i' *-«#-*^ Homer W. Ramsey, jutant General's Corps; Larry
The following members will
'Lom ell
Douglas
Hughes, drama.
until 5 pm. after a full after- Whitley City, president-eleet; Richard Elhsort, Fort Mitchel,
„ *•*» club: Barbara
Governor Edward T. BreathShelbyville;
Marvin
Kinch,
noon of campus tours and In- William Kenneth McCarty, Lex- Infantry; Donald Lee EsteS, Chandler, Tyrona
Doneghy,
Governor Bert
Hamilton. Ohio; Mike Leather- itt. former
ington, first vice president- Somerset, infantry, and Davjd Wanda Masters, Judy Ogden,
formal meetings.
man, Prestonsbuig;
Robert Combs and many other KenThe alumni reception and din- elect, and Mrs. Edna Dalton Clore Goodridge, Hebron,
Faye Racke, and Carol Bmlth.
Leigh, Danville; Ton?ny Ma6- tucky leaders will be attending.
ner begins at 8 pan., also in the Oliver, Richmond, second vice tillery.
JII, Stearns; Gary Medlin, LexAlso in the party will be
president-elect.
Student Union.
ington.
former
Kentucky
residents.
Outgoing Officers
Award Presentation
Jeff Miller, Ft- Thomas; Ken- They include: Rosemary ClonPresiding at the dinner will
Highlight of the dinner will be Dr. Douglas Jenkins, Richton Moberly, Richmond; Wil- ney, Irene Dunne, Victor Mabe the presentation o5 the'nfciUi mond, outgoing president of the
liam Ostermeyer, Bellevue; Joe ture, Florence Henderson. Tom
Billy
The Senior Class will hold
Outstanding Alumnus Award. association. Other ofticers Wfc=
Pursiful, .Harrison, Ohio; Ed- Ewell, Johnah Jones.
a picnic Monday evening
ward Rhoades, Madeira, Ohio; Vaughn, and John Jacob Niles.
Recipient of the alumnus wil be succeeded Saturday inThe names of five honor stuAlso in the group will be auTom' Roark, Hebron;
Paul
award last year, was Dr. Ted clude Conley L. Manning, Whit- dents with high scholastic- from 5-6:30 p.m. in the City
Rucker, Rush; Ronald Sariueia,. thor and critic John Mason
Park.
Gilbert, assistant superinten- ley City, first vice president, standing were inadvertently
All seniors and their dates
Ashcamp;
William Sanders; Brown, University of Kendent of the Louisville public and Mrs. Anna L. Eversole, omitted on last week's Honors
tucky basketball coach Adolph
may attend.
Waynesburg.
schools and nowly-elooted ex- Boonevilie, second vice presi- Day program.
Boston
Celtics star
Tickets are $.25 each and
David
Shipp,
Falmouth; Rupp,
ecutive secretary of the Council dent.
rrtay be purchased Sunday
They were Miss Karen HoneRoger Sloan,
Elkhorn City; Frank Ramsey, and former
Executive secretary of the ason Public Higher Education.
afternoon at the Senior ReCarl Smith. Frankfort; John baseball star Harold "Pea Wee"
First winner of the honor when sociation is J. Wyatt Thurman, brink, Mrs. Sarlva Mclntyre,
,
ception.
Smith, Dayton, Ohio; Charles Reese.
it was initiated in 1956 was j director of alumni affairs at Richard Laughlin, Vic Hellard,
and Miss Wanda Bohahnon.
MR. GLENN SWENGROS
DR. THOMAS CURETON
President Martin, then state Eastern.

Mrs. Drane Wins
Home Ec. Award

Summer Session
Begins June 15

For Next Week

Physical Fitness Clinic Set For June 19

Fifty-Eight Eastern Cadets

Fifteen To Receive
Gold Bars Monday

Alumni Will Honor
25,50-Year Classes

Set For Summer Camp

Gloria Elliott

Represents

Drum And Sandal
Invited To Perform

Oops!

Senior Picnic

IxlM&M^iB^i&^i^S&ii ■i&ad&fMi

Kentucky

MART ANN NELSON, editor

Was This The Year
That Will Be Was? C&S16R

ELLEN GRAY RICE

GR6S5

By GERALD MAERZ
Melinda Hines, Somerset, fine
Assistant News Editor
arts; Sandra Nunnelly. CytvThis is the year that was!
thiana, biology and physical
This to the year that was in science; and Toddle Ward,
which Eastern continued her Fallsburg, applied arts and
pace for progress, a pace set sciences.
in past years.
The dedication of the JonaThe first step began on Sep- than Truman Dorris Museum
terrtber 15, 1963 when approxi- was the featured event of the
mutely 1600 freshmen converg- Founders Day Program on
ed on the Eastern campus. March 25. Speakers at the
They were greeted by numer- Founders Day ceremonies were
ous upperclasemen Who served Dr. H. Edward Richardson, asas guides in a new orientation sistant professor of English.
program designed to help Ihe and Dr. Clyde L. Orr, assistant
freshmen better adjust to col- dean of instruction of graduate
lege life. The guides were re- studies. Merit awards were
presents tives of the following presented to Dr. J. T. Dorris.
clubs: KIE. OAKS, Owens, Col- professor of history and govlegiate Pentacle. KYMA, Stu- erriment;
Richard
Edwards,
dent Council,
WRA, Inter professor of education: and
Doim Council. YMCA, YWCA, Samuel Walker professor
and Kappa Delta Tan. The mathemetics and science.
orientation week activities inK.E.G. WkH
cluded such events as: recepTh»
"KSJ.G" (Keen Eastern
tions, v>?oers service, coke
partic?. free movie, smoker. Orowin«*> Party scored a Itndpn'iira party, pep rally, and s'ide victorv in the Student
Council
elect'nn
recently.
da""**.
He-de-i bv Vic Hellard, the rtuOo'Ueum Dedicate!
September 23 mw the dedicn- dent Council officers positions
Ik* of Ahrrmi Coliseum, a S3 *"' be filled next year by
million
physical
eduction £B,ve «5e2.neii vice^reMdent:
Plan*.
Annma'-natelv 6500 B^ay Stafford, secretary; and
pP™.e ^te-t-d the se-viee in Bob To,nn' treasurer.
wh'"h r>r Th's^vi" F MeDonMarvin Marrtim has been
oiurh. head of the first physical picked to go to India this sumeduotkin d»r<artment here, was mer for the Experiment in Inthe d«"»ic»to»-v sneaker
ternational
Living. Another
Another big dsv was when Student Council sponsored projover 4000 hieh school musicians ect, Marciun will suend two
decked Eastern's ronroiia for mcrths with an Indian famthe third annual Band Dav. »y.
College band .members desigAs the state's leader in teach
nated it as "Mr. 'K' Day.".Jn er production, Eastern has be
the half time performance of gun a new program for identithe Eastern-Middle Tennessee fication, selective admission,
pa me honoring Mr. Nicho'<ts J. and guidance of students enKoenigsteln, college band direc- rolled in teacher education. The
tor.
purpose of the program Is it
Miss Carolyn Kinar, a senior improve the quality of teacher
from Whitley City. "Miss East- education, to interest students
em" at the annual Miss East- in appraising their aptitudes
ern Dance, was sponsored by for teaching, and to advise stuthe Milestone. This title gave dents who do not possess the
her the opportunity to partici- potentail for developing Into
pate in the Mountain Laurel sound teachers to enter into
Festival which takes place this other fields,
(ACP) — Want the acceleration of a Ferweekend
President Martin announced
year Mies
Miss Kinjr recently the adoption of new rari> the economy of a Voltswagon, the parkwas
selected as Easterns acbnVssions'poUcies for the col"- '■»«: ease of a bicycle? Try a motorcycle, says
"Best Dressed Coed.' in a con- |ege that ^fa ipemlit oniy 8tu. The Daily Toreador, Texas Technological Coltest sponsored by Mademoiselle dentg mtb dMnongtlated poten- lege. Lubbock.
magazine.
Mai to succeed in colllege to enBut wait — do not sneer! One does not
A note of tragedy sounded nn
have to be the epic madman of Highway 101 to
throughout the month of Nov°
...
enjoy this adventurous outdoor sport, and you
Tnese
amber, 1963, as the Eastern
administrative changes don't have to be Steve McQueen to get away
community mourned the deaths wi" be topped by a tightening with it socially. In fact, the recent European
of three faculty members and UP of the graduate studies pro- motoring influence in this country has started
the President of the United Sram announced this week.
a trend which <may go so far as to "bring
States. Dr. Roy Clark, retired
'
motorcycles "in."
head of the English departThere are shortcomings.
Texas Tech
ment, died on November 8, and
Thrpat-c
A
Km
I
rid
classrooms have no hooks for hanging helmet
l nreats
was followed the next day by
^DOimO.
and goggles. And sometimes the leather jackthe head of the art department.
rAnpi _ ptonepr T,OP- t*wi«
Dr. FrediOUea. Oapt. Donald Jf^k Colteee Por^and
H Jordan, assistant professor o^goTnotes? * ' FmtimAat Military Science, died after
* „', "
a short illness on November
W»nle leafing through one of
28. The news of tie .sudden wlpse all-purpose magazines
assassination
of
President housewives use as their mohJohn F. Kennedy on Novfrndbcr thlgt. bible, we found a disturb22 horrorified and outraged ln6" *™ ominous line that was
most students and left the cam- supposed to be a household
pus in a state of shock and hmt: "Lead poisoning is still
a
disbelief.
threat."
Semester Closes
Our immediate reaction to
By CYNTHIA WEBB
The first semester social ac- this bit of sudden knowledge
Progress Guest Writer
tivities closed with the High- made us drop our pencil that
"Happiness is a Warm Puppy;" isn't this
"a*™?" H?n.certu here °" Jan" Te ElWay8 °.'en.wh % habl.t ,be; sweet? "Security is a Thumb and a Blanket."
uary 10. 1964 The concert was tween our teeth. We picked Con8ider these. As children we all had our
sponsored by the Student Coun- up the pencil and noticed rows private „ttle joy8. Charles M. Schulz, the
cil as part of their plan for of rough teeth marks, all bare creator of ..peanuts," very adequately points
getting name entertainment on of paint.
.,
i- current
.—. i—.
Im »•.them....
out ,_
in Vhis
best __n
sellersZ of
the
Eastern's campus. This plan
It was after the impressive same titles. His illustrations and caption's
was continued with the concert report the government had, of such ideas aa "Security is havinsr a biz
by Peter Nero, also sponsored made
about
smoking and brother" or -Securltv is a candv har hidden in
by the Student Council, on health, and we were suddenly the ffeezer area riot "restart fo ctaET
March 31.
afraid of what our pencil-chewgeezer are a not rrom scan to close.
The second semester found ing habit might mean. After
Cynthia Webb is a health and physical edeight seniors being named to all, we have been chewing pen- ucatlon major from Wllltamstown. She Is a
the Milestone
Honor Roll, cils for many years, especially member of the Newman Club and Case Hall
These were: Lois Campbell, when we concentrate on some- House Council.
Westminister, Maryland, social thing and want to relieve the
science;
John
Coleman, tension.
Mad magizlne retaliated with '^Misery Is
Cleaves, Ohio, health and physiWe now are search- a Cold Hot Dog"' and "Insecurity is a Pair of
cal education; Mrs. Estelle ing around for some simple, Loose Swim Trunks." Such anxieties as being
Collins, Winchester, education; Jnnocent vice that will keep the "Odd kid in a chooee-up game" or ''WatchDon Dykes, Richmond, math- our mind occupied and not wor- ing your ball bouncing Into traffic" Illuminate
mond, language and literature; ried about our health.
. forgotten memories of childhood.

Varoom:I
et arouses the suspicious of our agents of the
law.
On one occasion, after being on the road
for seven days, a Texas Tech student was stopped in Baton .Rouge, Louisiana, by police — not
for breakin gthe law but for being dirty. A
friend was on the back of the machine. Both
were unahaved, sunburned, covered with road
film
The following conversation ensued:
"Wheari y'all goin' on that
thing?"
"Texas." "Wheat y'll comln' from on that
thing?" "Boston, Massachusetts." "What ih'
hell ya'll doln' in Louisiana on that thing?"
"Going to Texas." "Then git goin'."
So they did.

Collegians Reveal Their
Own Brand Of Security

Carson J. races 11UI
Back To Madison County
Carson was a very modest person with no
desire to accept praises for his achievements.
He considered them all as part of a day's
work. In 1858 he was appointed an Indian
agent for the district of New Mexico and vicinity by President Pierce. He held this position until his death, except for the brief period
of Ume during the Civil War when he served
as a brigadire-general.
Carson was solely an Indian scout and
fighter, and this is the way he is pictured by
the western writers. He waa a sagacious
civic chieftain as well as a good war leader,
both Indian and foreign. He was a wise
counselor of the red man and the white,
and touched the life of the west at more points
than any other person of bis time. He biased
the trails on which some of our great ciUes
are built, and he even helped build some of
them.
As a peacemaker .between the red men
and the white, or even two groups of Indians,
Carson had more success than any regiment
of cavalry would have been. Because he knew
the nature of the Indiana he could speak their
language, and because he took Ume to talk
about their trouble and see It from the vJ»w
of the Indian. The Indians beld more confidence
in Carson than any other man except perhaps
General William Clark, a brother to Lewis
Clark.
■Long before the law was enacted, Carson
had suggested that the Indian be taught to
cultivate the soil and to be given land allotments, thus allowing him to become self supporting.
»
With his death May 23, 1868. in Taos, New
Mexico, the heoric age of western expansion
was, drawing to a close. The continent was
soon to be tied together by the Union Pacific.
- > -. Many people held him In admiration for
both his honesty and courage.'
-^ ...
. At Taos, New Mexico, a park and museum
have been established in honor of this great
scout. In Denver, Colorado, there is also a
monument to Kit Carson, the man from Kentucky.
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By CAROLINE OAKES
Progress Staff Writer
Christopher Carson, better known as Kit,
the famed Western Indian ecout and pioneer,
was a Madison County native. He was born
on December 24, 1809 on Tates Creek Road,
within three miles of Richmond.
At an early age his parents moved to Missouri. There he received little formal education, but he learned to ride, to handle a rifle,
and to hunt and trap animals.
When he would read of the strange and
stirring events that were occuring In that
vast expanse, toward the setting sun, his imagination would soar. These dreams led him
to run away from home at the age of sixteen.
A notice of this appeared In the paper giving
the penalties applicable to those who harbored
him and gave him aid. A reward of one cent
was offered for his return.
At the age of seventeen he began his adventures on the Santa Fe Trail. When Boone
died, Carson took it upon himself to continue
the work of Boone as an empire-builder. The
West offered a future that he could never
achieve in the saddle shoD where he worked.
-~-r^Mo»?
. tSjm, one of which Wan
as a guide across the wide open spaces, Carson
traversed a large part of the country from
the Missouri to Sacramento, from the Gulf of
California to the upper part of what is now
Washington State.
In the midst of all his daring and exciting
adventures, Carson found time to marry, to
raise a family, and to live a civic life.
In May of 1842, when John C, Fremont
was making his way up the Mississippi with
his first exploration party, he became a good
-friend of Carson. He was able to persuade
Carson to join-the government service as the
official guide of the expedition. This association lasted until the end of the Mexican War.
Also In his adventures he guided Stephen W.
Kearny on his adventures to the Pacific Coast.
Iri 1847 he carried dispatches from California
to Washington, DC, a distance of nearly four
thousand miles.

DOUG WHITLOCK
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This is it. For some of us, it
will be the end of a new year; and
for about 636 others, it will be the
end.
We have seen many changes, in
the campus and in our lives, in this
period. The seniors entered this
campus four years ago, when Eastern
was beginning a time of growth and
achievement in several areas. We
watched the buildings rise on campus, one by one; it was Case Hall,
them Mattox; Martin Hall. McGregor,
Combs; we waited for the Coliseum,
through its disasters and successes;
Donovan Laboratory School; Ault
Maintenance Building; and the continuing construction of the new classroom building.
We changed, too. We expanded our knowledge by fits and starts.
We were green freshmen when we
began, and looked wistfully up at the
then-uppertlassmen striding around
the sidewalks (and grass). Would
we make it? At that point, it was
a vague question.
But the year wetnt on. Then we
were sophomores and things were a
little less uncertain. We began to
be honored. Some of us were
Cweins, and others were KfE's; one of
our number was selected as basketL

II aueen: others led US in cheers;

and members of the 1962 sophomores in the Student Council helped
govern their classmates.
Last year, we at last became
upperclassmen. And as we lost our
innocence and inquired more deeply
into ourselves and the world, we saw

And so we fought it out. Some
of us managed to survive, but a few
more .had to leave.
That year we| enjoyed more triumphs; we held new positions of
leadership; the fairer members of
our class were fittingly recognized.
In the middle of our last few minutes
of carefree fun, we stopped to contribute to relief funds for Eastern
Kentuckians ruined by last spring's
flood. We watched the I963*,dass
depart. Next year it would be w.
Fall saw the last hard pull, this
was it, and we made the most of our
senior year. We: felt like heading
for our canes and rocking chairs
when we looked at the class of bl^S"
bouncing in, but we turned to our future and the fulfillment that awaited
us. So we stuffed our last napkin
at Homecoming, chosel our leaders
for the stretch, and cast knowing
g]ance$ at those younq freshmen.
This year is the end, but it won't
be our finish. We'll go on yet.

editors Toft
Dear Editor,
As a student at Eastern, I feel that closer
attention should be paid In keeping our «M»pus free of litter. With our beautiful grounds
of which we should be moat proud, each ardent should make every .effort in helping *.o
rid bur campus from ,«ms Utter. If . . . «tudents will be reminded of this problem. J «#i
sure that Eastern's campus will be teee <»? Utter in a short Ume.
Qajol SchartaJe

long years of jobs and marriage coming, and began to adapt to our new
dignity. That year we^ were an ad-

Dear Editor,
^^ ^
I( believe vte

dition to a record enrollment, but our
own ranks were smaller by more than
a thousand from our first hopeful

In front of the specific arena, there abouW
be a topic "which students could dtaouao and
give their opinions on. These polls should *e
set up also for students' suggestions.
Jean Witt

try.

1

L^

Now ponder this title, "Security is a Worn
Out Sweat Shirt." Get the point? The college population has just as many, if not more,
joys and anxieties as Peanuts. With this in
mind, read this answer to Mr. Schulz and Mad.
Have you ever considered that:
Security is a curfew.
Security Is seeing someone you know when
you walk into the grille.
Security is mail from home.
Security Is when your professor smiles at
you.
'
■•
By JIM 8CHWKIS8
Security is a madras skirt or shirt.
Progress Gueat Writer
Security Is a date for Saturday night.
Security is knowing your peanut-butter
You're broke. The check from Dad hasn't
and jelly to well hidden during room Inspection.
come in yet and there's no place to have a
Security is a clear complexion.
good time without money.
Security Is a lighter that always WOKS.
Chances are we've all faced this unfortunSecurity Is finishing your term theme a
ate situation at one time or another; and most
day early.
'. --' -.
Security is a pair of Wteejuns
of us don't know what to do about It. After
Security Is having read the previous as- jj) what'a there to do on campus when we
signjment when the professor pops a quiz.
oui't spend our parent's money?
Security is knowing a new "elephant" joke.
Suddenly the thought dawns. One of the
Security is when the dean doean t know few ^g, we ^ g0 fhaX>B fpee i„ the library!
you from Adam.
It can be the source of fun and recreation if
Security to aft extra flveVJoJlars.
.
.I**, iearn how to enjoy It.
Security is a full, bottle of English Leather
Everyone knows we find those who are
or a? can of hair spray.
Seourity to a five-point lead with ten sec- trying to study in the library. These people
can be the inspiration for hours of good clean
onds left in the game.
Security is knowing you can always go fun — If we play it right. It seems no matter
home on a weekend.
Jim Schweiss Is a freshman transfer stuSo What's Insecurity
On, let's face It, security on a college dent from the University of Kentucky. He
campus to^upe^ciairaToddu'y. or dowrTriThl Major, «~ coerce and lives f Laxtngton.
non-existence. With the realization that there)8 how we try to discourage them, there are sUll
humor even in tragedy, meditate on these:
those who attempt to do their assignments
Insecurity Is no date for homecoming.
and get a good education while they are in
Insecurity to when your beloved smiles college. There are many methods we can use
at that darling freshman.
distract these students when we go'to the
Insecurity Is cashlhg a check you think to
library. Listed here are a few.
might bounce.
THE COUGH: A rasping, thunderous
Insecurity is a freshman on the first day
cough to an excellent way to distract people
of classes.
trying earnestly to.study. Practice It in your
Insecurity to you In a gym suit.
Insecurity to a brand new and very white dorm, and when it's really offensive go over
to the library reading room and cut loose. You
pair of tennis shoes.
will notice that everyone will stare at you.
Insecurity was November 22.
Insecurity Is a letter from the dean's of- (This to also a good way to get known on
campus.)
fice.
DROPPING BOOKS: Slip Into the perioInsecurity is when the professor asks to
dical room and start browsing through the
speak to you after class.
bound
magazines. Find a large volume. (Life
Insecurity to taking the last bite from a
and Time are the biggest.) Look around and
sandwich.
Insecurity to when you spill Coke all over make sure no one la watching you; then raise
your date.
the book above your head and drop it so that
Insecurity to three tests and a book re- the flat side hits the floor. (Perhaps you
port on one day.
won't be able to achieve this the first time,
Insecurity to an unexpected phone-call.
but with practive you will improve.)
Insecurity Is when you doubt that yo-'re
ASKING FOR IN
VT-ION ^Another
-*Mje material.
laugh to asking quest!
yojr khowi"carrr Be
Insecurity to after you've said a dirty word answered. Take care,
ever, because most
and turn to face the housemother.
of the librarians are pi
iMd knowf the
Insecurity to knowing your grades are answers to most quest!
being mailed homo.
WBth a little effort though, you can make
Insecurity to when It's eleven forty-five sure your question can't be answered. For
and you're still on the Lexington By-Pass.
example, ask for a certain book you know the
Insecurity is when you break your room- librarian won't be able to find
mate's favorite record.
First of. all select a book that she has
Insecurity to a feeling when you doubt
never heard of. "Poetry" by Henry Ford, for
the existence of God.
example.) Second, get the book and hide it.
Insecurity to you giving a speech.
Insecurity to the feeling the morning after (A section where she would never think of
looking would be the math section.) Third,
the night before.
ask the librarian to find it for you.
- Insecurity to walking Into a class late.
Another method of asking Impossible inSecurity, Insecurity, happiness, misery
these seem to loom so large In childhood, we formation !: '"-: w
r* ..Queapbo syatem. This
think we pass them with time. But, just aa takes much effort, but to a wonderful way *^J
you never outgrow your need for milk, you harrass the librarian.'
can never entirely outgrow these feelings.
Type A Card
They are a part of life, and life can be a ball
The first thing you do to type a phony
if you can only laugh.
locator card and slip it into the card file. Type

^^ ^
iocated in two specific areas on campus. Vtme
^-houw^a-t UP or open <woe ev«y m>

Quiet, Please!

How To Sabotage Study
a subject that will confuse the librarian. (Example: "The Cannibal Cookbook" by Nltoca
Zuberjokingberrstlne.) Give the Information
to the girl and watch the fun. . For some reason librarians never rest until they locate a
book. When confronted with a phony title
they could very well work all day trying to
lpcate the book that never existed. (After
you see the girl to engrossed In the search,
quietly sneak out of the room.)
THE GREAT FALL: Here to another
disturbance you can cause with a little practice. Again, he careful because you could
break your neck trying It. Sit In a chair (for
best results use one with a high back) and
begin to lean back on two legs. After you do
this for a few minutes start going farther and
farther back. All of the sudden go back until
you can feel yourself falling to the floor. Then
let out a blood curdling scream.
Meat People, Too
In a few seconds people will be helping
you up and asking if you are hurt. (This to
also an excellent way of meeting members of
the opposite sex.) The most difficult part of
all to being able to fall without breaking your
neck, but if you can do this it's a real laugh!
These are Just a few of the fun games
that can be played In the library. Most people
who play them, however, are limited to only
one or two semesters before they flunk out of
school. Then there are other game* to play
like "Find The Job," or "Try To Get The Most
From Unemployment," or "Join The AUny."
For some reason these games never seem
to be as much fun!
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Mr. And Mrs. Paul Janz Believe
In Team Teachers - They Are

Friday, tiny 29, 1964

Casing
Q&lClubs
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Miss Willie Moss Teaches
Homemaking To Coeds

lief in democracy Is about the
same thing as a belief in
Christian principles.
If we do
believe in
democracy, this
Dorothy and Paul Janz, a
by Joy Graham, dubs Editor
should
be
brought
out."
teacher-team here for the past
two and a half years, have
The
Courier-Journal,
the
just fifteen hundred. She re- both students and teachers will
By JANICE KEETON
many things In common, such
Richmond Daily Register and
marks, "The changes taking be met."
Progrewt Staff Writer
as their enjoyment of writing,
the Progress are on their perWith a teacher such as
place on campus are- paralled
The belief that the teaching to the changes taking place In Miss Moss always looking for
but also have their individual
manent reading list, in addidifferences. All of Mrs. Janz's
of
home
economics
in
the
tion to many others. "We like
our social pattern. Teaching more and better things to acschool is merely a waste of requires a continual re-evalua- complish, one can be certair
writing is done from the standto read the Progress," reports
time
is
an
idea
of
the
past.
No
tion of subject matter and that the needs of all will b<
Mrs. Janz, "because we get a
Now is the time for reminiscing, calling to memory all of longer do we find the majority methods so that the needs of met.
bang whenever our students or
ex-students are mentioned or this year's many hapr>enlnjrs. Within a few more days another of people grumbling that mothhave a story." Many of her year will have been completed from registration to graduation. er shou'd teach Susie how to
Journalism
students submit Years are divided in different ways for the businessman, the cook and sew at home because
politician, and those who simply celebrate on the eve of January the school is no place for this.
stories as assignments.
Rather, we realize that the
They try to listen to as many first. For all these peODle It is entertaining and beneficial to school and trained teachers
lock
back
and
consider
their
accomplishments
and
failures
durnewcasts — radio and telecan help girls become better
vision — as possible before and in" the past 364 or, ss It is this year, 365 days. For the college homemakers by their studying
after school hours and then students that time is here.
Amidst his memories of studying, testing, partying and tho seven different areas of
discuss and compare the conplaying he will recall the many activities held by the clubs and home economics.
tent and presentation.
Miss Willie Moss, an associThis
well-informed couple organizations of which he was a member. He recognizes now ate professor of home econothat
some
of
these
groups
played
a
vital
role
In
his
college
feels that every citizen should
mics, is mainly concerned with
stand up for their beliefs and career while others have remained nearly dormant, waiting for the area dealing with family
opinions. He shouid irake them something to happen to them instead of causing something to relationships which
Includes
known in the form of letters happen to the ciimpus. The first group, however, is the one such subjects as child developto the editors of newspapers ■esponsible for his more lingering memories. Depending on ment and the family in the
and magazines, radio and tele- who he is and where his interests lie, he may remember any of home and community.
Miss
vision stations and networks, many events.
Moss was born in Gallatin,
and Congressmen.
Homecoming is certain to
Tennessee, and attended ele"Aside
from the children hold a prominent position in
mentary and secondary school
recognized groups to add to the there.
and the . part-time teaching I such
an
account. Though activities of campus life. Othdo here," says Mrs. Janz, "my nearly all the Eastern's organiShe left the Volunteer state
ers were the Chennistry Club.
main inreteat Is community zation* united in
presenting ,
Slcnva to come to Kentucky to enter
work." She frequently works the most outstanding floats
Western Kentucky State Colwith the League of Women ever. Pulaskl and Pike . Coun- Chl Delta, and the Men's Inter- lege •where she earned her B.S.
Voters, a non-partisan group tlans may remember it longest Dormitory Council.
degree In home economics. She
CWENS and KIE offered a obtained her M.A. degree from
which promotes citizen partici- as thev took first places in the
memorable
Christmas
dinner
pation in government. She is most beautiful and most originUniversity of Kentucky.
for the freshmen women again the
also active in church work and al float contest.
Additional graduate work was
this
year
and
Collegiate
Penoften writes news stories on
at the University of Tentacle boosted school spirit in done
church projects and meetings
nessee and at the Merrill-PalOthers Active
their sale of "E" Buttons.
of the League. Playing in the
mer School, which specializes
Other county clubs have
college orchestra Is another of
in child development.
been active' this year too.
her varied interests.
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
PEMM Remembered
Taught In Anchorage
held their
Franklin
Countlans
An avid sportsman himself.
Miss Moss has taught In Andance
and
annual
Christmas
All type beauty service.
The
PEMM
Club
will
be
reMi-. Janz is convinced that
chorage, Harlan County, and
books and sports do mix—that spring cooK-out, Floyd Coun- membered for their physical Clark County. Then she be310
W.
Irvine
Phone 623-5770
a good athlete can also be a tlans held a banquet and dance fitness nights for members and came a ' supervisor of home
good student. Aside from the at Jenny Wiley State Park, and faculty and those who saw it economics In the Department
Maroons, he has no favorite Fayette students placed East- will not forget the KKS swim of Education at Frankfort. In
MB, AND MBS. PAUL JANZ
show.
team and usually finds himself ern stickers on automobiles.
she joined Eastern's facReligious organizations playThe science department has 1952,
rooting for the
underdog.
ulty. In reply to the question
Everything from pro football, ed In double capacities, serving had two active organizations concerning why she entered the
auto racing, basketball, and students spiritually and social- in the Biology Club, sponsor of field of home economics, Miss
swtnrming to boxing, falls with- ly. BSUers will not fprget the Audubon lectures, and the Moss replies, "I like everything
their, busy year of conventions Caduceus Club, members of
in his range of interest.
and banquets during the thirty- which recall Dr. R. E. McAf- connected with home econoMeet in Missouri
fifth anniversary of Eastern's ferty's discussion of cadavers mics. It contributes to one's
The Janzes' have been mar- BSU. The Wesley Foundation and Dr. R. Slabaugh's demons- becoming a well-rounded perSecond grade. Fourth grade. i-Third grade, Fourth grade,
EVERY
BREAKFAST:
ried five years and have two might hold as her highlights of tration of his surgical Instru- son, professionally as well as
Contact: J. C. Senttza, Supt., Math, Science Jr. High.
at home."
children,
Gregory,
4,
and
Dougthe
year
the
World-Wide
Comments.
2
Strips
Bacon,
I
Egg,
WED.
- FRI. - SAT.
Contact:
Harry
Wheeler,
Greendale School, LawrenceCooking and sewing rate
As8t Supt., L'Anse Creuse las Lee, 2, who have first claim munion or their picnic at the
burg; Indiana. Phone: 480.
Speakers highlighted meet- high on Miss Moss's list of enVi
lb.
Hamburger
Steak
—Every
Day
—
Public Schools, 38495 L'Anse on their parent's free time. home of Mr. and Mrs. Turley ings of the World Affairs Club
Salary: J5200.
with French Fries, Slaw
Toa$t,
Jelly,
Coffee
Creuse Road, Mount Clemens, Both did their graduate work Noland. Westminister' can re- when talks were given by Mrs. joyable activities. She loves
at. the, University of Missouri, oall their state-wide convoca- Helen Disney and Mr. K. D. to knit and crochet bedspreads
Math, Science.
Michigan.
79c
39c
where they met. A Johnson tion at Centre while the New- Hatfield showed his slides of and tableclothes. She has also
Contact:
Jaimes
Bryner,
man Club recalls their trip to Europe. Along the same line refinlshed part of her own furSupt., North College Hill City
City,
Tenn.
native,
Mrs.
Janz
Fifth grade, Fourth grade,
Schools, 1498 Galbraith, Cin- First
received her first degree from Marshall. DSF enjoyed their of interest were meetings of niture. Since Miss Moss owns
grade.
her own home here In RichChristmas banquet and a panel
cinnati 31, Ohio.
CCUN,
highlighted by mond, and enjoys entertaining,
Contact: Northern Communi- East Tennessee State, (now discussion by Eastern's foreign the
University.)
Mr.
Janz
receivspeakers
such
as
Domy
Garen
School, Box 307, Sharpsville,
Third grade, Second grade. ty
ed both of his degrees from, the students, and) the Canterbury and Mr. Kim. Perhaps, how- she has a good chance to apply
Indiana.
various skills in home ecoFourth grade, Fifth grade.
University
of Missouri, which Club enjoyed hiking at Cathe- ever, I his group holds supreme her
Salary: $4880.00 (five miles
nomics.
dral Doirfain.
Contact:
Robert
Cairns, from
is
located
near
his
hometown
in
its
memories
their
trip
to
Kocomo, Ind.)
Interested In Students
Supt., Dearborn County
Circle K, responsible for pro- Duke for their national Counof St. Louis. Mrs. Janz workThis teacher of family reSchools, La/wrenceburg, Indied for twelve years in the field viding students with wallet cil meeting.
lationships is Interested In the
ana.
Sixth grade. Fifth grade, of journalism before permanen- size telephone directors ana
students on
campus,
She
around
Mrst grade, English.
tly entering the field of teach- painting crosswalks
says, "I wish that all students,
English, Math, Vocal Music.
Professionals Busy
Contact: Lowell
Baumunk, ing.
campus was one of five newly
and
particularly
those
majorInd. Arts, French, Elementary. Supt., P.O. Box Q, Castle Rock,
Members of MENC, the or- ing in home economics, would
Mr. Janz'
philosophy of
Contact: Brice Dlehl, Supt., Colorado.
ganization planned to orient participate In campus activiteaching
is"Knowledge
is
found
Prairie Heights
Community
Salary: $4850.
students into music professions, ties. Many of the organizain the mind of the individual.
School Corp., R.R. No. 2, Lawas responsible for the pro- tions have activities which the
The mind of the individual is
Orange, Indiana.
gram "Music of McPherson." students enjoy, and these will
the way to truth—the way to
Math, Science.
Clifton Barry Smith should help one after he graduates
Contact: James R. Bryner, lasting knowledge and faith.
Guidance, Boys P.E., Driver
longest remember that group's from college. (Many of the atchallenge the
Education, Football Coach com- Supt, North College Hill City Teachingto should
activities as he was chosen tractions on campus such as
think for himself, to
bination, Fifth grade. Vocal Schools, 1498 Galbraith, Road, student
their outstanding member.
test his own opinions to see
Cincinnati 31, Ohio.
concerts and plays contribute
music.
Other busy vocationally re- io a person's cultural backthat they are worth holding,
Contact: Office of the Supt.,
lated
clubs
have
been
active
and
to
be
willing
to
match
ground. It will make a differBrunswick
County Schools,
Elementary, Miath, Science,
too. A picnic at the home of ence in later life."
Lawrenceville, Virginia.
Industrial Arts, Music them against other sincerely
Mr. J. W. Stocker was a pleaOne can say that Miss Moss
held
beliefs
to
find
if
they
wlU
(Choral), Music (Instrumensent occurance In the year for practices her belief in campus
stand up on their own.
Fifth grade, Second grade, tal).
the Agriculture Club, while activities. She Is co-sponsor
"A student's obligation is to
Contact: Seminole County
commerce students remember of the senior class, the sponsor
Public Schools, 202 East Com- accept the responsibility of dotheir Initiation dinner at the of the Young Woman's Chrismerical Avenue, Sanford, Flori- ing the best he Is capable of
Benault Inn. The Home Eco- tian Association, and a memdoing In all fields. A student
da.
nomics Club presented a cos- ber of the social committee on
should seek such values that
metic demonstration by a Merle campus. Besides her responFrench - English, English- will give htm faith beyond
Norman
representative
and sibilities to the college, Miss
Social Studies, Jr. High Social these material things which he
Sigmna Tan Pi joined the Young Moss is an active member of
can
see,
which
he
can
sense
Studies, Jr. High English, EleRepublicans In sponsoring a the Methodist church and sings
about him. The search for
SIMPLICITY • PRICKS FROM $100 TO »IBOO
mentary.
lecture by Mr. Borge Vlsby, a In its choir.
Contact: Mr. Walter Martin, truth Is a never-ending one.
Danish
newspaperman.
Eleven
years
ago
when
Miss
Exec. Head, The Plains Local The student and the teacher
AUSA and the Pershing Moss came to Eastern, the enSchool DiBtrict, Mount Sterling, should cooperate In the effort
Rifles have provided services rollment of the college was
to learn, each from! each In his
Ohio.
for the student body as well
own way."
as lectures and social events
This semester a course in
English,
General Science,
for those interested In military
editorial
writing
is
being
Special Ed.
life.
Contact: Wallace E. Blake, taught for the first time. Mrs.
This year is gone, the sumSupt., 200 North Sixth Street, Janz feels that this may remer lies ahead with many difpresent some expansion of inZanesville, Ohio.
ferent roads for many different
terest in journalism at Eaststudents, and then another
,
Commerce, English, Band Di- ern.
school year for same and jobs
rector, Math.
Fascinating Work
»■
and-families for others. It is
Contact: David Evans, Supt.,
Mrs. Janz says about teachfun and beneficial to reminisce.
Covingtoh City Schools, Coving, "It is the most fascinating
This la the tim. .or tttiY»,*" *
ington, Kentucky. .
work I have done. I thoroughit must be followed by forward
ly enjoyed working for newsglances as well.
Second Grade.
papers, magazines, and in pubContact: C. L. Mattews, lic relations, but there Is a reSupt., West Point City Schools, ward, intangible as it Is, in
Box 367, West Point, Ky. teaching that I have not found
Phone: 938-3397, School 938- In any other work I have tried.
3186, Home.
I particularly like teaching
Salary: $4400.00.
journalism
because I have
found publication's work so
fascinating and this gives me
a chance to relate the two
kinds of work. I get a bang
out of writing for print and I
get a bang out of seeing my
students writing for print."
of California
Mrs. Janz feels that teachat Eastern has been very
Students may bring un- ing
for her. "I have
registered
automobiles to rewarding
the good fortune of workthe campus next week for had
students who are
the purpose of taking per- ing with
to delve into something
LINGERIE
sonal belongings home. Each willing
with thoroughness, and who
operator must
secure a are willing to quibble over a
For tht fastidious
parking permit from the word choice or over the conSINUOUS
fn the Evetle manner...
security office (rear of Bur- struction of a sentence or any
slip with exquifte pleating
SHAM . . •
maim Hall) before 10 pjn. to- of the details, that make for
Iromed in lace,
morrow. Parking for the polished writing. When the
in the perfect
unregistered
vehicles
will
frankly fake stretch
shares/'- _~ . ..-Cher's
»z» ona iet>gthl
be on the Alumni Coliseum student
interest in good writing, this
cobra in silky Helanca
parking lot. .
is* when it is fun for the teach- 32-42 Average, 34 - 42 Tall,
er."
nylon knit Glisteny
Bouquets for Brilliant. In
32 - 38 Short
3,98 to 8.98
point of "How would it look in
print?" Mr. Janz writes short
stories for his personal enjoyment and would someday like
to teach a class in short-story
writing.
Both have a very active interest in all phases of government. At present their chief
concern is over the civil rights
.asue. Says Mr. Janz. "A be-

By MART JANS MADDEN
and BETTY HOSKINS

Clubs Recall Memories

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON

SPECIAL!
SWEET SHOP

'Placement* Positions

* McCORD'S JEWELRY
' Where Your Credit
Is Always Good

Cole

ITS THE BERRIES!11
I
I

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS

Unregistered Cars
Parking Available

OvettE-

Main Street,

Richmond, Ky.

when wet — slashed
to the plush plunge
and daringly front
laced. In Cobra Brown,
Green, or Grey.
g-16

24.00

.

KEN-CAR
ACROSS FROM KROGER

Wishes All E.K.S.C. Grads
Much Success.

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Matching Petticoat,
Small - Medium - Large
Average
2.98 and 3.98
Small - Medium - Large
Tall
2.98 and 3.98
White, pink, pastel blue, red,
Mack. Indies blue, champagne.

ELDER'S
.

Richmond's
Family **Since 1893

'...

"See us foryour
Drug Needs"

L

DEAUVILLE they've used a
striking, bold floral design and
have come up with the hit of
the season. The new overblouse-, attached solid shorts
and deep plunging back make
up a winning combination
that's hard to beat. Of Helanca
knit' In Black with Red. Sizes
7 to 15; 8 to 16. Also available
in tall sizes 12 to 18 (34 to 40).

LERMANS

TRY IT AT.

3 :
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Baechtold Signs Two
Outstanding Cagers

Friday, May 29, 1964

SIDELINING THE

MAROONS

with Jim Parks
Progress Sport* Editor

Negroes Strengthen Athletic Teams
Alumni Coliseum dedication Second came
Maroon basketball coaches Jim Baechtold the
the niming of Roy Kidd as head football coach
and Jack Adams have signed two high school
basketballers to grants-in-aid so far this year, after Glenn Presnell moved into the athleti.
job. Next came Easterns football
and expect to sign two more next week. With .dire-tor's
victory over Youngstown. Then perhaps
only a few scholarships to grant, Baechtold is final
the highlight of the sport's year was the cagers
being choosey about who he signs. And with
only two seniors graduating this year and only victory over Louisville in the first game in the
three seniors next year, he can afford to be Coliseum.
Another highlight was the freshman
cautious.
142-72 win over Cumberland. Then
Other conference schools, too, have been cagers'
the basketballers finished second in the OVC,
signing some outstanding talent, and several
and Eddie Bodkin was named to the All-OVC
have signed outstanding Negro athletes Eastern has never had a Negro on its basketball squad.
The big story swiirtming-wlse was the
team, but we understand that some Negro
Eels' capture of the State Swim Meet. Then
basketballers have been offered grants-in-aid.
came the coaching clinic here with Otto GraThere .is no doubt but what some of the
outstanding Negroes in this past years state ham, Bill Edwards, and Whack Hyder as
speakers.
tournament would help Easterns cage squad
Wrestling was started here this season
The addition of Negroes has already helped
the track team tremendously, and football with coach Jkm Culllvans grapplcrB finishing
the season with a 2-3 record^ Baseball news
coach Roy Kidd has signed some Negroes to
was disappointing until the final day of the
football grants that will undoubtedly add to
season wt-.en Eastern topped Tech twice in a
the term's speed and overall strength.
doubleheader here.
Brae conservatives still frown upon the
The track season ended on a good note
addition of Negroes to Eastern's athletic
teams, but the predominant attitude on campus with Jim Beasley and Larry Whalen setting
OVC records and with Jack Jackson tying
toward the Negro, whether an athlete or not,
i3 acceptance and respect. As long as this another. Jack Adams tennis team showed
attitude prevails on campus, Eastern coachos steady improvement throughout the season
will be able to lure moie Negroes here to com- f'riishing third in the OVC. Senior golfer Carl
Kettenacker tied for the OVC golf championpete lr. athletics.
Ship, but was defeated in the playoff.
While this attitude prevails on campu9. it
Topping off the year was the All-Sports
subsides once the Negro leaves the campus.
When he goes downtown for what most other Banquet with Governor Breathltt speaking and
students go downtown for — to eat — he finds Heiman Smith, Eddie Bodkin, and Dennis
Bradford receiving the top awards.
he is not accepted or even tolerated, but reNL1WS WE WOULD LDtE TO SEE
jected. If he wants to drink a Coke or eat a
Thinking about the top stories this year
hrmburgcr downtown he must go all the way
makes us look to the future and anticipate
to East Richmond.
some
of the top stories next year.
This situation hurts Eastern's athletic
First is a story about Roy Kidd's success
program. Negro athletes will not come here
in his first season as head football coach. We
to school - - and especially the top flight Negro
athletes — when they can go to other schools see the Maroons finishing second in the OVC
In towns where there are no color barriers in with a 7-2 overall record. Second, we see Jim
Baechtold's cagers winning the conference
eating places.
crown.
THE TOP OF THE YEAR
Another bi^story will be the swimmers
In wrapping up the year, wc recall some
of the top sports stories in our reign as sports move Into the CWiseum pool and later winning
the State 8wim Meet for the third year in a
editor.
The first big story in the sports line was . row.

SHOP WHERE THE PRICE IS RIGHT!

5io B^N FRANKLIN 5-io
LOCALLY OWNED-

NATIONALLY KNOWN

when are
65% and 35%
good marks?

Coach Jim Baechtold today
announced the signing of two
outstanding high school athletes to basketball grants-mild, the first players Inked this
spring by the Maroon head |
mentor.
They are 6-1 guard, Joe
Davis, who helped lead Hazard
o the semi-finals of the state
schoolboy tournament
before;
joking to champion Seneca by
.hree points, and George Whitmer, Jr., 6-4 high-scoring New
Vienna, Ohio, forward.
Baechtold sala that he expects to announce the signing
of two other Kentucklans to
Butch Wainscott, right, won the intramural cross-country
cage grants next week, but did
race held last week. Finishing second is Bill Dunn, center,
not disclose any names.
and placing third is Mike Polardy left. The race was run
Davis, Player-of-the-Year In
over a two mile course finishing on the varsity track.
the Eastern Kentucky Mountain Conference this year, was
named to the all-state tournament team in March. A fouryear basketball letterman, he
made the all-district and allregion teams and was an allE.KMC selection both; in 1963
and 1964.
He Is quick, and has good
hands, says his coach, Roscoe
Shackleford, and is a fine coland
440-yard
dash lege prospect. Davis, son of
Intramural activity ended relay
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Davis,
'ast week as John Coleman won squads.
The Generals' Dick Dumford Vine Street, Lothair, averaged
the golf championship and the
Stateland Hall gang won the won the shot put with a toss 17 pointa-per-gjame on the Bullof 41 feet, 1 3-8 inches. Bill dog team this year.
track imeet.
Baechtold said that his playof Stateland Hall won
Coleman shot a 164 to nose Walton
making and accurate-shooting
out Dave Kamp and Butch the broad Jump, finished sec- abilities make hton an excepColeman who tooth had a 164 ond in the 100, and placed third tional prospect. "We're very
for 36 holes on the Berea in the high jump.
Dave Bennett of the Spar- happy that Joe has decided to
course.
join our organization," he said.
Stateland Hall edged the tans won the 120-yard, low hur- ' Whitmer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jiim Oswald of the GenO'Donnell Senators, 31-26, in dies,
erals won the 440-yard dash. G. W. Whitmer. averaged 20
the track, meet. The Keith Carl Westerfield of Stateland points at Simon Kenton (Ohio)
Hall Generals placed third with won the 220, and Don Griffith High School this year, when he
18 points.
of the Generals won the high made the all-district team. He
The Senators' Fred Mallnw
! was the leading: rebounder on
was the outstanding individual jump.
the squad with a 17 per game
Larry
Gammons
was
the
setting a record with a :10.3
average and Baechtold says he
100-yard dash, finishing second meet director, and he was as- should fit Into the Maroons'
in the shot put, and running sisted by the Physical Educa- style of play without difficulanchor on the winning shuttle tion 400 class.
ty.
"I am very happy with both
boys," he commented, "and I
am confident that they will
both have fine careers at Bastem."

Run, Run, Run

Coleman Best I-M Golfer;
Stateland Wins In Track

Kunkel's Service Station
1210 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

Golfers

Prewitt's Barber Shop

Golden Rule Cafe

Specialize in Flat Tops
Open 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.—Mon., Tues.. Thursday
Closed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. - 6 P.M. Fri. & Sat.
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store, designed
lor comfortable and convenient shopping.
tB»0BD"^7CB DR)

THE GLYNDON HOTEL

Mm DRUG STORE

THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
IN RICHMOND

Free Parking. Open till 9:00 P. M. Daily

110

DIAL
•23-1M0

RtCHNONO.

Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
ALSO FREE PARKING
FOR GUESTS.

CANFIELD MOTORS

J Sample Shoe Center
Featuring

Mon. ■ Fii.—8:30 to 5:30

AH Makes Serviced
Across From Krogers

Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Service

623-1400
TELEVISION
And

RADIO REPAIR
'

f

-

r»V*rer 3ciection Of Radios, Phonographs
And Transistors

Click's Radio & T.V.
. \

when they're
65% DACRON
& 35% cotton
in Post-Grad
slacks by

h.i.s.
This is the fabric cw.Bthat makes music with
sleek good looks and wash-)
able durability, And Post
Grads are the bona fide
authentic* that trim you up
and taper you down. Triedand-true tailored with belt
loops, traditional pockets,
neat cuffs! Only $6.95 in
the colors you like...at the
stores you like.
•0u Pwtt't «.,. TM loi ill PolyMtat F1k*r

WIN ATRIP TO EUROPE
Pick up your "Destination Europe'
contest entry form at any store featuring the h.i.s label. Nothing to buy!
Easy to win! h.i.s offers you your
choice of seven different trips this
summer to your favorite European
city by luxunoui jet. Enter now!

Phone 623-4010

A SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
If you ore interested in an unusual opportunity for summer employment, don't fall to Investigate this ad.
Large national organization has openings
for students to do special interview-type work.
Large percentage of work will be done in resort
areas. Plenty of time for boating, swimming,
tennis, and dancing wwh students your own age.
Students accepted will be on salary of $80 per
WCCrt>

—

Kidd Inks Four Linesmen
Head football coach Roy
Kidd, has announced the signing of «our top-notch high
school
linemen to
Maroon
grants-in-aid.
They are George Branham,
205-pound Ashland end; Richard Babyak, a 240-pound North
Braddock, Pa., tackle; Johnny
Johnson, a 207-pound Galax,
Va., guard, and Alvin Arritt,
210-pound Spotsylvania, Va.,
end.
Coached by Rex Miller at
Paul Blazer High School, Branham, was an Honorable Mention All-State performer last
fall. Son of Mr. George Bran
ham of 8227 Condit St., Ashland, he waa a letterman in
three varsity sports at Paul
Blazer, football, basketball and
track. He joins fellow Ashland natives Richard Carr and
Wendell Wheeler, ends, and
Herbie Conley and
Bobby
Bradley, fullbacks, on
the
Maroon team.

Babyak gained berths on the
All-Western Pennsylvania. Athletic League during his Junior
and senior years under Coach
Fran Rogel at Scott High
School in North Braddock.
KidH said, "We feel like we
got a good one in Batoyak. Anyone who makes the All-WPAL
team two years running has
got to be tough."
Arrit was a Military League
All-State choice at Fork Union
Military Academy last fall
under Coach Red Pulliam. playing at end and fullback. Earner, at Spotsylvania
High
School he made the All-District team. He also played
basketball.
Johnson, who played one
year at Fork Union, graduated
from Galax High School where
he played under Coach Joe
Llnsday as a co-captain on the
grid squad. A guard on offense, he pulled linebacker duty
on defense, and also competed
on the track squad.

Rivers Shoe Shop
1_ South 2nd Street
"On Your Way to Town"

CROUTCHER
MOTOR CO.
Chestnut St.
Berea, Ky.
Ph. 986-3193

TWO
LOCATIONS
TO
SERVE
YOU

CROUTCHER
& WILLIAMS
MOTOR CO.

BIO HILL. AyE.
RICHMOND, KY.
PHONE 628-8388

Our Cars May Be Seen in Either Location
Let Us Send you Home for Summer Vacation
in A New Car!

BOWLING!
Days - Nites Weekends

Sat.—8:30 to 8:30

CITY TAXI

LOCKER DEADLINE
18 TODAY
Today is the deadline for
checking in locks and equipment for those who have
lockers this semester, physical
education - Instructor
Donald Combs announced
this week.
Failure to do so will result In the holding of the offenders grades and — or his
colli»~- , transcript,
said
Combs. *

OPEN

WE SELL FOR
LESS

Name Brand Shoes
30% - 60% Savings

The Maroon golf team defeated the University of Cincinnati 16tt-10H at the Kenwood Country Club in Cincinnati last Thursday to finish its
season with a 10-3-2 record.
Carl Kettenacker fired a 07
to lead the winners. Odie
Chandler shot a. 72, Don Kettenacker a 74, Ken Kreutz a
75, and John Needham and Ben
Robinson each shot 78's.

OLDSMOBILE

Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
WHY PAY
MORE

Top UC

HANDBALL CHAMPS ... Bill Goedde, right, serves the
handball as teammate Mike Smith stands ready for the return. Goedde and Smith won the intramural handball championship in grudge play last week. Both were halfbacks on
last year's football team. Smith is a sophomore and Goedde
is a senior.

Bowling Is Fun At

Maroon
Lanes
IT. 8. 25 SOUTH
RICHMOND, K Y.

We sell Pontiac. Tempest, Cadillac, and GMC
Trucks, and keep the largest selection of Good
Used Cars in Madison County.
1964

Pontiac Cat. Conv.

1961

Chev.. Imp. 2 Dr. HT

1963

Monza Spider

1962

Chevrolet S8 * Dr. HT

1961

Pontiac Bon. Conv.

1960

Chevrolet bap 2 Dr. HT

1961

Pontiac Cat. Conv.

1960

Corvette Conv.

1961

Cadillac 2 Dr. HT

1960

Corvette 2 tops

1968

Cbev. Imp. 2 Dr. HT

1959

Ford 2 Dr. HT

Come in and Test Drive the Tempest GTO—Hottest
Car on the Road.
These are just a few of our newer model used cars. We have
Many Other Older Models to choose from.

HOME OF

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED
DINNER MUSIC BY TINS TERRILL - 5:30 to 8:30 NIGHTLY

If you live near Louisville, Kentucky, please
contact Mr. Seadler. phone 585-5160. or writer
2074 South Shelby.
Students near Nashville, phone 242-7731,
or write: Mr. Anthony Maier. 517 Exchange
Building, 311 Church Street, Nashville, Tennessee.

NORTH AMERICAS
HOSPITALITY DISH

COLONEL DRIVE

5..

*'
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636 Seniors Will Receive Diplomas

Veni, Vidi, Vici

Miss Rush Leaves Latin

OUT-OF-STATE
BOYEJf: Stanley a*. Strevels.
LAUREL: William B. Begaoho, LaQuada J. Creech)
MASTER OF ARTS
ley. Stella Buckles, James W.
ILLINOIS: James Eggert,
Florann
Randolph,
bothr
of
Laura
C.
Gluck,
Roy
N.
Grift
ANDERSON: Omar D. Hart,!
Gary T. Gibson. Cottongkn; Mary J. Fletcher. Glenview.
T *ummretHirir
«•*• «" 0* Cumberland; Joe 3. Parkavijle;
Donald
F.
Johnson,
James
A.
and Mrs. Lindell Logue, both
High School and Eastern stu- has devoted to the teaching
INDIANA: Myron Mulberry,
By VERNIE PERKINS
McKee, Janrose Moore, Norms Evansville; Daniel Sorrell. New
of Danville.
Progress Staff Writer
dents in Latin since 19S0, but profession have been a long
S.
Wagers.
Gordon
E.
Lewis,
This fall iMiss Ruby Rush she has also given her students time, "but. I've loved every
BREATHTPT:
Carrie
C. Ann Rogers Morris, and Judy Castle, and Carol Weber, Sellplans to retire after teaching! many basic truths concerning minute and would love to- teafch
ersburg.
,
Camper. Sewell.
Oddla Clemens, David Hubbard, Patricia Weaver, all of London; Ivan
NEW YORK: Francis Guer- ■Latin on Eastern's campus for life in general.
BO-WLE: Kenneth D. Helm,
HARRISON: Lawrence' G E! Madden. Wanda B. MutUhs. A. Wells. Keavy, and Barbara tln, Brooklyn.
She reminisces that these thirty-nine more. Tvtf *een
nearly thirty-nine years. Not
Danville.
Folk. Cynthiana.
only has she instructed Model thirty-nine years which she the college enrollment rise
Wllgus Napier, Dora A. Hbl- A. Chestnut. E. Bernstadt.
LAWRENCE:
Toddy
M. , NORTH CAROLINA: BarHENRY: Tholrtae B. Hen. brook. all of Jackson; Lovina
CASEY: Peggy
?m
**. Land,
from seventy-five, when Olase
bara Seevers, Brevard.
Liberty, and Mlldered W. York, deraon^ Bethlehem.
S. Knox. StmtpsOn; and Sally Ward, Fallsburg.
were
only four
classroom
OHIO: Edmond Harris, Blue
LEE:
Brneet O. Arnold.
JEFFERSON: Maurice M. Turner Cundiff, Talbert.
Windsor.
Ash; Linda LeVally. Ridgeway;
buildings
to
be
seen
on
catnttus,
Wayne
L.
Smyth,
Carolyn
S.
CLARK: Jan*. W. Ballard; Cc**>* *&* ?• !£•* J*!*^
BULLPpT:
Lawrence Cole- Hobbs. all of Beattyville.
Edna Carter. Elyria; Roger
Roark, University, CairtlftaBk,
L. Groot. Paul L Jones, Peggy man.
Winchester.
Lebanon
Junction.
Muething,
Maveira;
Dennis
and
a
little
"shack''
called
the
A Karem. Janet Martin, DeLESLIE: Martha G. Baker,
CLAY: James P. Blair, Man- borah A. Murrell, Patricia D.
CAMPBELL:
Barbara A. Stinnett; Laura N. Cbllett, Reck. Piqua; Glenn Riedel,
gymnasium."
chester.
Margaret Snowden
Sizemore, both Of Iron ton;
Schneider, Florence M. Shaver, Baker, Michael T. McPhail. Thomas
Miss Rush has taught Under
■FAYBTTB: David I. Stuart, Thomas J. Spaldlng, and Mary Edward R. Mendell. all of Ft. Roark; Hiram Cornett, Hyden; and Mary Tinch. Franklin;
the administration of four of
Thomas; Robert L Barner. Ro- Wooleiy
Lexington.
Haynes,
Dryhill; Harold Bowling, New Boston;
D. White, all of Louisville.
Eastern's presidents.
She apJESSAMrNE: Jane H. Max- bert L. Rlfkln, both of Day- James P. Sizemore, Confluence, Harold Stephens, Sidney; Wilprovingly says that "already
HART: Dale T. Redford,
ton; Robert L Pukrfort. Lois and Mary C. Napier, Essie.
liam Goedde, Mossie Burnette,
well,
WUmore.
Ift'.
Martlh
hascontributed
Horse Cave.
Robert Murphy. Beverly
K. Scent, both of Bellevue; Milmore then the others have."
LETCHER: David -Adams, O'Banion. John Vetter. and
JOHNSON: OrviUe L. Ham- dred B. Shaw, Alexandria;
JEFFER80N: Ellen M. HarBut she quickly addSi "He Has
Jeremiah;
Sue
Asbury,
Jenkilton, Thelrna.
ris. Louisville.
James B. Bird, and Robert A.
Jack G. Wblfer. Cincinnati, and
accomplished a lot on- what
KENTON: Anna J. Luddy, Walters, both of Newport; ins; Efllily Cook, Whltesburg; Judy Rosser. iDayton.
KENTON: Donald A. Borntjtey built. And, it is truly
Herman Caudill, Roxana; Kaye
PENNSYLVANIA: Fellciano
horat. South Fort MitcheU; Joe Erlanger, and Raymond C Ronald Wilson, Jr. Alexandria; D. Mahan, Kenkins; Connie E.
rabulons; my hat Is off to Hbn."
and Robert Goes, Ft. Thomas.
A. Angell, Blakely.
Morris Cloud and Peggy S. Welch, Covington.
Leathenman,
McRoberte; and
RHODE ISLAND: William
Approve* Growth
Tingle. Erlanger
KNOX:
Billy W. Burch,
CARJR'OLL: Louis MeadowB, Coy W. Plgman, Whltesburg.
James E. Fryo.i Barbourville;
Jimmy
W. Paula'-SheRon, James H. Cart-J LINCOLN: Gary E. Brum- P. Phillips, Pawtucket.
LAUREL:
Even though she has wafohFLORIDA:
Mary
Agnes
Hughes, and Mary A. Nelson, mall, Jane C. Llndsey. all of mett, Frieda C. Ganderj-Glenn
London.
ed Eastern grow into a bigger
Snow, Plant City.
CarrolKon.
and better college she has at
LESLIE: R. B. Singleton, both <* G.rav
Davis, all of Stanford; Carolyn
MARYLAND: Patricia WilHyden
LAUREL: James W. Bowles,
least one misgiving about its
CARTER: Allen Hamon, an* R. Caldwell, Frances C. Schul- holt.
Annapolis.
growth, for she says: "Pm so
Louise Hamon, both of Gray- er.
both of
Waynesburg;
LETCHER: Karen Adams, London.
JAPAN: Yasumasa Matsupleased to see this happen to
Charles
P. Heneley, :Verla moto, Nagaya.
LAWRENCE: Edgar W. Van son.
Jeremiah.
Eastern. Hbwever. the ortly
CA«EY: Vera Hatter, E. T. Scott; Patricia Pope, all of
SYRIA: Tawfig Y. Chihade,
LINCOLN: Rebexie C. Ben- Hoose. Louisa.
MISS RUBV RtrsK
thing which' I regret about
LEE; Arlle Noble, Beatty- Plttanan, and. Dorene Mont- Crab Orchard.
Sowelda.
ton, Waynesburg.
Eastern's growing so big Is the
gomery, all of "Liberty; and
i
villa:
MADISON:
Carol
H.
Becker,
MADISON: Jack L. Adams,
fact that now I don't know Who
LESLIE: George D. Couch, Jtianita Ralston, Dunnville.
Wayne E. Gabral. Louia B.
Larry N. Looney, Gerald W. Hyden. __
everyone is on campus like I
Lola
C.
Edwards,
CLARK; Estelle M. Collins, Cosby,
Piersall, Richmond, and Blllie
used to, especially rhV faculty."
LETCHER: James W. Back, James M. Conkwrlght, Donald Dwight D. Gatiwood, Lawrence
D. Casey. Berea.
-and Bill F. Caudill, both of M. Dykes, Martin G. Taylor, B. Goodwin, Janice T. HighMiss
Rush received
her
MC CREARY: Conley L. Blackey; Paul M. Dotson, Jenk- Phyllis Ttrey, and Reatha L land, Edna E. Isaacs, Nonma
bachelor's degree from the
Manning, Whitley City. '
ins; Charles L. Adams, Henry Bush, all of Winchester.
University of Kentucky. She
D.
Jenkins,
Judith
Kidd,
MERCER: Marshall C. Dar- G. Frazier. Whlteaburg.
(Continued From Page One) then went to New York to do
C L A Y= Linda Bledeoe, Frieda M. Looney. Paul C.
Two
workshops
in
physical
Continued From Page One)
MADISON: WilUe Abrams. Gladys Sizemore, Larry M. El- Motley, Robert J. Parka, Carl
her graduate work, a«d" in H»0
nell and Robert Drury, Hareducation and one In health and helped to develop the grad- she received her MA from
Big Hill; Darrell Baker, Blllie UOtt, and James C. Wester- E. Powell, Gary D. Prather.
rodaburg.
will
be
given
this
fall,
he
said.
uate
work
and
originate
the
education
will
beheld
here
Botkln.
Irene
Carpenter,
Wilma
Columbia University.
field, all of Manchester; Nancy George E. Proctor, Kathleen
PERRY: Bill E. Back, LotMust Complete 15 hrs.
this summer by the Depart- physical fitness research labora>That year of 1980 In New
hair; Linda Robinson Bellamy, Deaton. Carol Ray; and Pep- Comett, Burning Springs; Mil- V. Smith, Manford G. Sowder,
Before he becomes a candiYork was a big year for Miss
and Lee Ray Smith, Hazard; per Tyree, all of Berea; John • 3Jed"5yrd,~*6ne°idar Ernest L. Robert E. Spurlln, Rita E. date for the master's degree, a ment of Health, Physical Ed- tory.
ucation,
and
Recreation.
Kerce,
College
Hill;
_
Ernest
^^
bot^
f
Hm
Caxol Rlc6i
D
Spurlln. and Loretta Wolfram, student must complete a miniRush, and- a big year for the
Marybelle Duff, Hardburley,
Olympic Conunltteeman
Patricia Baldwin, Big Creek.
Credit will be given both
Broadway productions. In fact
all of Richmond; Paul W. Stur- mum of 15 semester hours of
and Preston H. Hall, Jr., Del- A g e e
Charles
Baugh,
Ruth
Blngham,
He
has
been
a
member
of
undergraduate
and
graduate
gill,
and
Boyd
W.
William*,
1930 was Broadway's best seaphla. "
CLINTON: Randall Pierce,
graduate
work
after
completion
William Boggs, Charles Brun- Ernest Rector, and Martha both of Berea.
students for the workshops, several Olympic committees, son, and Miss Rush recalli that
PIKE: Jackie Ray Hat field, «r,
of
the
G.
R.
E.
Judy Carlton, Richard
range in duration from has directed research at aix she did not miss' a single proMC
CREARY:
Herman
Ransom; Charles Edgar Wil- Oheever, John Coleman, Donna Parker, all of Albany.
He then gains approval by which
four weeks to eight weeke.
duction of all forty of ttie
Tucker,
Patricia
A.
Vahle,
liamson, Mt. Andrews.
the
graduate
council
upon
ELLIOTT:
Roy
W.
Fannin,
Congleton, Lillian Craft. JudAn athletic coaching work- sets of Olympic Games, and last plays. "R was quite an experPOWELL: Wayne T. Tipton, lth Dalton, Donald C. Dykes, Isonville, and James Thorn-1 both of Stearns; and Robert T. recommendation of his graduate shop will be held from July 11 faU was honored by the Na- ience," she proudly admits," BeHaynes, Pine Knot.
advisory committee.
Council of Y.M.C.A. for
Clay City.
8teven Elam, John Engle, Rose berry. Newcomlbe.
Aug. 7. The workshop tional
The applicant must also hold through
being chairman of the National ing able to see all the famous
MAGOFFIN: Sandra Lovely,
HolloWay,
PULASK3: Cloyd O. Brum- Gandolfo, Stephen
BSTILL: Larry Cole, Carowill
include
a
comprehensive
names that year. And, 1 think
gardner, Margaret Johns, and Sue Carol Hord, Sharon Igou, lyn Puckett, Norma Elliott, Salyersville; Lila Montgomery, a vaUd teaching certificate, review of fundamentals in YJM.C.A. aquatic committee for that the best thing that ever
Chester M. Tuggle, Somerset. Mamie Irvine, Henry Ison, Allen Reed, all "of Irvine; and Frita; and Patricia Watson, based on four years of standard coaching basketball, football, 25 years. He is an Honor Fel- hit Broadway was 'Journey's
college preparation in the state
low of the American AssociaRoyalton.
baseball, and track at both sec- tion of Health, Physical Educa- End." That's one play Til never
ROCKCASTLE: Opp Bus- Greta Kavanaugh, Robert Kidd, Doris Tipton, Ravenna.
which it was issued.
Joseph
Lakes,
Jack
Llghthiser.
MARION:
Betty
Gorley,
ondary
and
college
levels.
It
FAYETTE:
Fredrick
AlliaeU, Mt. Vernon.
After he becomes a candidate will feature lectures and demon- tion, and Recreation, a member forget."
William McCord. Harry Mc- son. Brenda Botkins, Johanna Gravel Switch.
TRIMBLE'. Bernice Powell, iPeak,
'for the degree he will be ex- strations
Rome In Future
Edgar Malone, Deloris Burns, John "Campbell, Patricia
on offensive and de- of the American Academy of
MASON:
Thomas
Bean,
Bedford.
Now that she Is retiring, she
Martin, Bettie Lou Mitchell, Coleman, Arthur Hardy, D. B. Scotty Fulton, and Donna Phil- pected to meet all course re- fensive techniques to meet Physical Education, the New
quirements prescribed In his
York
Academy
of
Science,
the
WAYNE: Joyce Ann Lester, Terrill Morris; Ronald Noe, Hatfield, David Holland, Curlips, all of Maysville; Betty curriculum and to satisfy all modern trends in sports today. American Physiological and looka forward to possibly being
Powersburg.
Diana Ward, Daniel Presnell, tis R. Hopkins, Ronnie Kuhl; Orme, Sardls;- and Ann Scott,
able to go back to New York.
PreeneU To Direct
residence and other degree rePsychological Societies, and
WHITLEY: Dewey W. Brad- Mable Rhodus, Dorothy Smith, ■David Linkus, Nelson McCall, Dover.
Workahop director wil be served as a trustee of the Amer- Also, that long, desired dream
quirements prescribed by the
Lewis
Stagner,
John
O.
Tayley. Cbrbla; GUUs A. Clawson
James F. McKlnney, Paul MagGlenn E. Presnell, director of ican College of Sports Medicine. to see Rome may now become
MERCER: James Gash, Sal- college.
and Ethel J. White, Williams- lor, Wayne Taylor, Robert gard; Connie Martin, John Pro- visa; Elisabeth
a reality to her. thai is If her
The graduate office will veri- athletics at Eastern. He will
Allison, BerIn addition to speaking on the
Thomas, Esta Todd, Stella vine. Eddie Roberts. Edward
burg.
siater. Pearly m able to
nice Drury, Janet Gritton, fy eligibility for an oral ex- be assisted by members of the topic. "What Research Tells Us twin
Watktns,
George
Wilcox,
and
accompany her.
Whltfield Smith, Thomas B. Benjamin Lester. Diane Wear- amination and the granting cf Eastern staff, including: James
WOLFE: James A. Dalton,
Physical Fitness," he will
But Miss Rush feela that
Earl May, and Glenna S. Val- Barbara Wilson, all> of Rich- Smith, Robert Glenn Taylor, en, all of Harjodsburg; and the degree in ataordanoe with E. BaeCfatold. head basketball .About
a demonstration, "Fit- even if she never does get to
mond.
and P&tricla Taulbee. all of Charles Semfonls, Rose Hill.
entine, Campton.
coach; Jack Adaona. assistant present
approved
curriculum
patterns
ness
in
Action
Through
Interval
MC CREARY: Patricia atc- Lexington.
Rome after all, she isn't
MONTGOMERY:
Sharron en file with the division , of_ basketball coach; Roy Kidd, Training."
OuT-OF-STATE:
Cracken, Greenwood.
FLOYD: Fred Meece, Presteacher
education and cer^. head football coach; ^^alv 1 r^ning
,hi"W-= „jin*- to a* unhappy because
_
MARION: Wanda Harmon tonaburg„ "nd Frances, Sher- Barnes, Charles Massey, Shir-, BTOoH
ILLINOIS:
Alvin
Austin,
in
Frankfort.
backflaMT
coach;
Carl
OWIfeV,
McNeely
received
the
B^S.
she
says that life ia too fuU
ley Massey. Mitchell ^Pfltterr 'cation in frankfMansfield,
line cbdeh, and BUI Shannon, and -MS: degreea at Louisiana and rich to be spoiled by a
man, Martin.
-,
Requirements
For
Degree
ahd
Thomas
Roberts,
all
Of
Mt
r
> ,Ml ert
:
FRA»NKLIN: Mary L. Bryan,
State University and is now mere
dlsappointimient.
With
The master's degree requires graduate assistant.
Betty D. Cox, Ronnie M- Cun- Sterling.
A workshop, "Janplesienttng completing his doctorate at the that familiar sparkle in her
yfillamsburg; Wld Hall; Jr.,
NELSON: Maay J. Arnold completion of a Minimum of 30
MERCER:
William,
f.
Bast,
ningham, Ralph T. Penn, David and Gerald Glllis, both of semester hours of work in grad- Physical Fitness," under the di- University of Maryland.
Dayton; Rarnpn Lee Jackson,
eyea she points out that a trip
Hamilton;
Lawrence Knarr, Wendell W. Gritton, Jerry D. C. Roberts, WiUiam R. Slngle- Bloomfield.
to Rome would be nice, but it
uate courses and a minimum of rection of Dr. Fred Darling,
Works on PuMicatknis
Kays,
and
Patricia
McCrysral,
toit
Harvey
Galnee,
and
Cincinnati;
Ethel Lee, DayIs not the only "nice" thing
NICHOLAS: WiUiam Berry, 36 weeks In residence, or 24 professor of physical education,
alt
Of
Harrodaburg.
The
New
Orleans
native
ia
Charles N. Watson, all of Barbara Inako, and, Emma hours and 36 week* of residence, is scheduled for June 15 through
tbn; Marcus Dean Lohr, Alwhich life has to offer her
MORGAN:
Rose
M.
Craft,
the
co-author
of
several
widelybany, and Ruth King Taylor,
Frankfort.
July 10.
now.
with a thesis.
George, Carlisle.
West Liberty.
accepted
publications
and
his
GARRARD:
Mayme
Powell
#eet Carrdlltpn.
A 3.0 ("B") standing In gradSpecial consultants will inOLDHAM: Florence PenderEven if Miss Rush could find
NELSON: Wanda H. Brown, May,
"Teachers
Contribute
to
Child
Elisabeth
Taulbee,
uate work la required of stu- clude Glenn V. Swengros, diPHtLLIPTNES-.
Domlnador Coxs Creek, and Jo w. Wfilteit possible to travel, she adgest, Crestwood.
Health,"
Office
of
Education
George
Clark,
Donald
Hamilrector of program development.
A. Garen, Bangui.
OWEN: Linda Keith, Owen- dents receiving the degree.
mits that after having lived in
house, Chaplin.
ton, and Jimmy Rogers, all of
Eastern began its graduate President's Council on Youth Bulletin 1951, No. 8, la one of Richmond for so long, it would
BACHELOR OP ARTS
OLDHBAM: Rbbert D: Davis, Lancaster; and Billy Prewitt, ton; and June Kelly, Jonesthe
Office
of
Education's
best
program in 1935 and has issued Fitness; Simon A. iMcNeeley,
be hard to leave now, Just as it
ville.
ADABt: Wanda G Roger*, La Grange
Paint tick.
_, .
'
OWSLEY: Randall Spencer, 1,360 master's degrees. Fifty- director of federal-state rela- sellers.
is going to be hard to leave
OVVBrf: Gerald T. Kamjler,
Glensfork.
GRANT: Joseph Hicks, Wil- Prankle Sebastian, and Elvira five will receive M.A. degrees tions. President's Council on
McNeely was presented with Eastern thla fall. She says,
_
ANDERBON: Ann Spencer, Monterey.
llamatown.
the
Honor
Award
of
the
Ameri—:
at
the
June
commencement.
Physical
Fitness;
Dr.
Thomas
all of Booneville; and
"Eastern means more to me
• PBRRT?: John Bi Franels,
GREEN:
Connie
Glvens, Belcher,
Lawrenceburg.
Dr. Orr said that the new K. Cureton, director of physical can Association for Health, outside of my friends
Joyce Campbell. Conkling.
and
Ttlford; David' Jonee, Jr., Btilft A T »:
Gary
Denton, an; Kenneth C. Jonas, Jeff; Greensburg.
PENDLETON: Mary Ann criteria wUl enable the college fitness laboratory, University of Physical Education and Recrea- family than anything elee; I
GREBNUP:
8haron Crum,
tion
in
1963.
He
was
similarly
to
add
to
an
already
strong
Illinois,
and
Bob
Stewart,
adOwingsville.
just love this place. I feel
Fredrick Bi Stidham.
ahd Wurtland; Bettie MullinB, Flat- Wilson. Butler.
PERRY:
Charles Bailey, undergraduate program of ministrator, President's Council honored by the Society of State privileged that I've been a part
BELL: Beutah Davis, Arjay; Shirlby J. Whitaker, both' of woods; and Sharlene Conley,
Directors
of
Health,
Physical
teacher
education
a
stronger
on
Physical
Fitness.
Zella
Combs,
Mary
R.
Feltner,
of lta faculty thla long, and
Jack HUibardi PlneVUle, and
W^yne Conley, and Sally John- and SaUy Wooten, all of Haz- graduate program. "In short,"
Ona A. Haney, superintendent Education and Research in 1955, this ia from the bottom of my
Itirby Smith, MUdlesboro.
son, all of Russell.
he said, 'We plan to make of Larue County Schools, and and the Academy of Physical heart."
BOONE: Robert Ryan, VerHARDIN:
Richard Berry, ard; Jewell Campbell and Wll- teachers better teachers."
Mrs. Nancy H. Goodln, coordi- Education elected him a Fellow
Campbel, both of Rowdy;
ona;
.Fort Knox; William Boggess. lard
nator of physical fitness In the in 1961. The Academy's memDouglas
CampbeU,
Yerkes;
atWBr Jennifer McRenala Foraat fOtim
Radcliff,' and Boyce Duvau, Raymond HaimbUn, Buckhorn;
Larue County schools, wlU also bership is limited to 100 leaders
PULASKf:
Kellni!*
aowe, and Wilbur A. Witten,
In physical education at any
Cecilia.
be featured on the program.
Clarence Howard, Busy; Mintoo' Hlnee, PhjHlla A\
BARLAN:
Barbara
Ann nie Muncy, Krypton; Ruby
Scheduled for June 15 through given iinn'.
Danny
BO*LB: Robert W. Miller, Marion- B. Sharps,
July 2 Is a workshop In health
Stewart, a native of Roches, and Charle* L. dark, Harvey Creech, John Woode, Viper; and Gertrude
DRIVE IN THEATRE
l5
instruction, sponsored by East- ter, N. Y., was graduated from
Wells, and Cecil Barger, all of McAlarnls, Bulan.
of Sameraet
^S«iaan«rr^. ^,dy
ern
In
cooperation
with
the
Syracuse
University
in
1989
and
. PIKE: oJan Coleman. *-Wt
baWi; Warren sptebr,
( *AR B. G. A. D.
State DepwSment of-Health , received his master's degw 'i a*n. Bvarts: *3narW' Flotek, Creek; Karen'
ow«6o- *«1
#illlams, all of Jackson.
^
&h;
Sue
Lankfort
Cawood;
Headed
By
Harrison
education
from
the
University
"
4 MI. SO. ON VA 25
Douglas
Justice,
both
of
PlkeBmLlTT; Robert A. Camp- of ShelbyvtUe.
Director of the workahop will of Rochester in 1948. He Is the
Anderson, Hotanea Mill; vUle; Terry Oreer and MarietTrtiaaafUt': Ajlen Wt Jtafk- .Lpuella
bell, Labanon juncUon.
Rex Cloud, Dlzney; Myra En- ta Scalf, both of Vlrgle; Pabe Dr. Price E. Harrison .as- chief assistant to Stan Musial,
JBLL:
Lesley
K. son, Bedford.
sociate professor of health and the Council's new director.
gie, Benham; Sharon J»?«»fn- tricia Griffith, Kimper; Eugene
WAYNB: Eldor. K. Abbott, Swall;
Ft. Thomas, and
— SATURDAY —
Alice Smith, WbJlins
physical education.
He currently is president of
i; Vater, Alexandria.
Harold rfc Oampballi and Jjgh- Creek, and Dacosba Angel, Kober, Feds Creek; Shirley McPurpose of the workshop wlU the National Collegiate Baseball
4 FEATURES!
Coy,
Ransom;
Roger
Slorte,
CARROLL: John B. Hanlbn, Jce E. Keeton, all of Montlcello. Gladys Pennlngton, Jaimes Molbe to analyze the development Foundation, president of the
Ghent and Mary L Reynolds,
WHITLEY: Ga*y L Ed- ley, and Mary J. Morrow, all Elkhorn City; Susie Coleman,
of
health
-program*
In
the
Phelps; Robert Griffith, Belfry;
U. S. Olympic Games Associawards, William fl'. Partin, both
WortRvlUe.
United Sbatea, study certain tion and co-chairman of the biand Frahcta Little, Wales.
CASEY:
Loyd K.
BasUn, of Corbin, and Charolette (M. of Harlan.
d
health
problems
and
to
preview
POWELL; Lorna Baker and
centennial sports committee in.
HARRISON^
Paul Oow .
Sharp, Williamsburg.
Yosemite.
and review health materiala St. Louis. He served on the St.
CLARK:
Adelia W. Leath,
WOODFORD:
Michael T. Corinth, and Edgar Berry, Jlmhny Halsey, Stantoh; and
available
for
grades
one
through
Wanda Garrison. Arthur Haus- John Copenhaver, Clay City.
Louis Youth Fitness CouncU for
Charles Quisenberry, and Ad- McGrath, Versailles.
12.
berger. James Houston, VirPULASKI:
Charles
Dick,
18 months.
rienne Lefebvre, all of WinOUT-OF-STATE:
Key
personnel
from
the
State
ginia
ivie,
Sandra
Nunnelley,
Rena Stallard, James Wesley,
INDIANA: Neva J. Montchester.
Department of Health and the
5oan
Marsh
Palmer
and
HUda
and
Wiayne
Eldridge.
all
of
OLAY: Joyce E. Anderson, gomery, Scottaburg, and ClifDepartment of Education wUl
Kay Whltaker, all of Cyn- Science Hill; Sue Carol Tarter,
Manchester.
ton B. Smith, New Albany.
give special attention to the
AIR CONDITIONED!
Nancy;
Kathleen
Wilson.
ESTILL: Joe B. Gaywood,
MARYLAND:
Loia deMoas
following areas: alcohol educa°WfcW:
Batty
Brewer,
Ingle;
Alice
McLean,
Brons
Ravenna, and" Karen W. Flynn, Campbell, WestmUuater.
tion,- chronic diseases, dental
OHK>: Dora K. Denemore, Pleasureville, and Marvin Shel- ton; and Jane Bldridge, Donald
Irvlrte.
health, mental and emotional
ton,
Bmtoence
Estes,
William
Hlnee,
Charles
Somervllle;
Judith
A.
DunaFAYETTE: James S. Dehealth, nutritional health, safety
JACKSON: Edd Baker and Mounce,
Curtla
Wallace,
vries, Leslie H. Lenn, Gall way, Richmond, and Harry G.
education, and venereal diseases.
Bobby Medlock, all at Anw-tlle; Howard Haney, and Marcus
Mountford, Ellen G. Bice, Nor- Kegley, B. Portamouth.
Dorothy Sfcnlth erockfhan, Da- Neeley, all of Someraet; and
NOW! ENDS SAT.
mart R. Roy, William. R. TerJAPAN: Ayako Maauda.
bott; Dolores Cornelius, Gray Elizabeth Colyer Jones, Elihu.
Plus—"VILLAGE
hune, all at Lexington.
BACHKLOR OF 90BKSCK
ROBERTSON: Carolyn DotFLOYD: Steve E. Dotson,
ADATR: WiUiam-P. Conover, Hawk; Blna Evans, MauJjfejJand
Londa
Evans
and
Billy
The One, Only
son, Mt. Olivet.
W. Preetonaburg, Ronald L and Betty C. Reams, both of
BARN DANCE"
Huston, both of Tyner.
ROCKCASTLE: James
Hager. David, Judith Howard, Columbia.
And
Original
I
JEFFERSON:
Charles
BaaLandes,
Timbervllle;
Preston
and Carol J. Johnson, both of
ANDERSON: Beverly J.
2'/2 miles North of
And Judy Canova in
Preetonaburg.
GlUla, and Denny A. Satterly, ham and Russell Mabrey, both Nunnelley, Jr. and Lalia Noe,
Richmond on II. S. 25.
FRANKLIN:
Patricia A. both- of Lewrenceburg; Nancy of Pleasure Ridge; Barbara both of Mt. Vernon; and Thel"PUDDIN' HEAD"
PHONE 628-2758
Bogle, James R. Burke, Ken- G. Sea, Slnel, and Lawrence J. Chandler, Mlddletown; Carolyn rna Durham. Lamero.
tHMMMirS
Haag, Fern Creek, and James
RUSSELL: Brenda Bault,
neth Miller, Larry S. Perkins, Taylor, Lawrenceburg.
all of Frankfort.
BARREN: George H. Lyons, BuZ Dorla Jean Dever, Dora FonthUI; and Dale Holder, Jo
FRIDAY - SAT. - SUNDAY
Oamboe, Ethel Shields, Donald A. Popplewell, Carol Richards,
GRANT: Larry J. True, Cor- Glasgow.
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
MAY 29 - SO - 81
Bevwly Skagga. and Rupert Stephens, al lof
inth.
BATH: Geraldlne W. Spurlln, ShoWalter,
SPECIAL MEMORIAL DAY
Roberta Wllkeraon, and Judith Russell Springs.
ORBENUP: Janet B. Bivens, Owuigavtlle.
PROGRAM —
SHELBY: WiUiam Andriot,
S. Portsmjouth; Lawrence T.
BELL: Michael R. Gilbert, Clark, all of Louisville,
FOUR BIO FEATURES!
jaSsAjSONHt
ABMtt* i- Bobby Casey, William Smith, WASH AND WEAR
Mf--- •
Wurtlasid.
PinevUle; Richard L. Hlte,
Only
the man who wrote
4ihe (?
mmf "hyllie Hughea, all of
Wtltlt h A N: Barbara H. Gaorgi E. RUfotia,srv~ J- —
'Psycho,' could jolt you
9fORl
COAT
^ Wlamore. andrt KaaaBBBBaBBac SneWyViUte; -David V Vfc,
Bunch; and' William H. Cain, T. Stapleton, all of Middles-1
. - * -like this!
STARTS SUNDAY!
Cropper; and Mildred Taylor.
both of Loyal!; Cecilia E. Cam- boro; James L. 8»bert, Four NhsholaavUle.
•THE NAKED EDGE"
The light-and-bright look in
Cliff Richard • Lauri Peter*.
JOHNSON:
Danna
L.
HMBulACADEMY
AWARD
Eminence.
Jalle; and Charles W. Walters,
with Gary Cooper and
summer sport coats! Easy-toton, Kenneth R. Maade, Mary
WASHINGTON: Howard J. care-for wash and wear DaDeborah Kerr
St, creek.
WINNER—Best
Actor!
BOONB: Benny A. Courtney, C. WUllatrta, PaintavUle, and Harmon, Gloria Elliott, Spring- cron Polyester and combed
"OUTLAWS SON"
cotton combined in a light*
and David C. Goodridga, both Dora A. WUUasna, OU SpriMga. field
KENTON: Larry R. laUjon.
WAYNE: Sue Spann, Stella toned Madras plaid ... 3
with Guy Madison and
of Hebron; Mary J. Howard,
Andy Divine
and Ronald R. Noel, both of Pt MRchell; Edward D. Flak, Baker, Joan Davis, and Gladys buttons, flap pockets. In sizes
View;
Jamea N. Vickery, all of Montlcello.
A Wild BUI Hlckock
for both fun-loving men and
Florence; William M. Code, Morning
Adventure!
WHITLEY: Lula Davenport, very important boys. Sporty
Verona; Michael R. Dye, He- Florae. Joyce A. Hazard, all of
raid *■ Faulkner, and Johnny and in good taste!
bron; and JuUe H. Schwler. Covington; Jamea R. Simpson,
Erlanger,
and
Maurice
A.
"THE
MAGNIFICENT
7"
ie,
all
of
WilliamBburg;
BOURBON:
Nancy Gentry
with Yul Brynner
Jerry Green. Tom|iny Noe,
«a*MM._
^
BtftatatMV. Pw'- • , v
J L*V«l-»
Kr.v/-».
_
JB;
F« *y,
^CUfford Jdnee, all of CorBOY D: Brneet Lowell
. — " *T(C»W:n* TO HELL"
Betty
J.
Parrott, bft:
Brown, Jamea D. Bolen, Sheila Gray;
withJeff Chandler
Craneneet;
Leslie
A.
Shaw,
WOLF:
Charles
Cable
and
A. Eskridge, Norma J. MoKinney,
Earcel Moore, Jr., BarbourvUle, and Billy R. Ram- William Miller, Campton, and
ALSO COMEDY!
Benny Bryant, Rogers.
Jack D. WUllafna. EUen H *ey, Corbin.
Visit our modern Concession
WOODFORD:
Sam
Downing
LARUE: Connie J. Spratt
Blackwelder,
and
THomas
Stand for fine refreshments!
and Samuel Lanter, Versailles.
BodgenVUIe.
Smith, ail of Ashland.

College Announces
Admission Policies
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Legendary 'Mo' Still Around
I seen him around in ages.'
By PAM SMITH
Progress Staff Writer
Mozart,
though
almost
'•Is it truo Mozart is dead ?" \ seventeen years old, is still
student asked. "I haven't! very much around. And, even

r,

G

IjAMPUS CALENDAR

Now He's Almost 17

SUNDAY, MAY 31 —
2:30 p.m.
Baccalaureate Service
Alumni Coliseum
- Reverend Joseph B. Mullin. Pastor
Harvey Browne Memorial Presbyterian
Church
,
Louisville, Kentucky
TOPIC: The End Is the Beginning
Senior Reception Following
Baccalaureate Service
Walnut Hall
MONDAY. JUNE 1 —
5:00 p-m.
Senior Class Picnic
City Park
7:00 p.m.
Presidents Rcviev/ and Commissioning
Ceremony
Alumni Coliseum
Parking Lot
TUESDAY. JUNE 2 —
.
12:30 pjm.
President's Luncheon for Graduating Class
Cafeteria
10:00 ajn.
Commencement
Alumni Coliseum MRS EDNA DALTON OLIVER
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
Marble Collegiate Church of New York
TOPIC: Don't Settle for Your Limitations
(Regular meetings of organizations are not scheduled during
final examination week)

I though the campus mascot is
ailing, he can still be seen early
in the morning, around the
music building. The
black,
shaggy dog considers Eastern,
especially the music department, his home, and he doesn't
want to desert his friends even
in his old age.
Mozart was born October 15,
1947, at the home of Charles
Boyd in Richmond. As nearly
as can be determined, his mother was a cocker spaniel mongrel and his father was a black
Irish setter, whom Mozart resembles. While still a pup, he
frequently wandered up on
campus, especially around the
music building. Douglas Gaither, a music major who graduated in 1952, named and
adopted Mozart.
A lawyer, a life Insurance dent.
The whole music department
executive, and a teacher have
Mr. Ramsey, a 1939 graduate
soon began to regard Mozart
been chosen to top poets as of- of Eastern, is a native of Haras their own. When it came
ficers-elect in
the Eastern an County. He earned the
time for Douglas to gradate,
Alumni Association.
L.L.B. degree from the Unihe asked 'Miss Kathleen Bales,
Mr. Homer W: Ranvrey, al verity of Kentucky in 1949
then housemother of Burnam,
and
has done additional gralawyer In Whitley City, was
and the late Miss Anna Gill to
selected as the new president duatc work at U.K.
care for Mozart. Today, MoActive In Clubs
of the association.' New first
zart's
"home-away-from-camvice president is Mr. William
pus" is Miss Bale's house on
He is past president of the
Kenneth McCarty, unit mana- Whitley City L'.ons Club, and
South Second Street.
Dr. Harold L. McPheeters,
ger. John Hancock Mutual Life the Cake Cumberland Shrine
Legends Abound
State Commissioner of Mental
Insurance Company, Lexing- Club; past cawbrander of the
Legends about Mozart Health, urged students to know
ton, and the second vice presi- American Legion; past master
abound. He wanders freely in- yourself — your abilities and
to classrooms and assemblies, limitations, as he spoke to the
AS I—Sit down to write this dent is Mrs. Edna Da Ron Oliv- of the One S. Ware Masonic
he was present, up until lately, weekly assembly at Eastern "bunch of blab" I am very dis- eV, librarian at Daniel Boone Lodge; past president of U.K.
Elementary School, Richmond. Law School Alrmni. and served
at all sports and musical Wednesday.
gusted and tired. I have been
\ events, and he attends nearly
Chosen by a general vote of two terms as McCreary CounDiscussing mental health as on a week's vacation (didn't the active members of the ty Attorney.
: all the music rehearsals.
He
| signals the end of class lectures it relates to the college stu- go anywhere — but I had a Alumni Association, they will
His military service extended
with a yawn, shake, and digni- dent, Dr. McPheeters said that
had a ball). Have been plan- take office in the spring of from 1941 to 1946, where he
fied exit, and he has been each person is endowed with ning to paint my apartment 1965.
rose to the rank of major and
Known to let a long-winded in- certain physical and mental
Present officers' of the as- received the Aimy Commenstructor know of his talka- gifts and a basic temperament. for some time and selected to- sociation are Dr. Douglas Jenk- dation Medal.
"It is your responsibility to day. As U3ual I had lots of
tiveness With a bark.
ins, Richmond, president; Mr.
Mr. McCarty, a native of
He marches with the band recognize these abilities and volunteer helpers that never Conley L. Manning', Whitley New
Castle, received the bachon the football field, but will limitations."
made the scer.e, and I tackled City, first vice president, .and elor's degree from Eastern in
Speaking in Alumni Coliseum,
leave when a rival band takes
Mrs.
Anna
L.
Eversole,
Booneit alone. Man what a mess! I
1950 and the M.A. from the
the field. This remarkable dog he cited certain elements that
ville, second vice president.
University of Kentucky in
will also standfeat attention an individual should develop for have decided to call a profesTaking Over
1955. He served in the l/S.
when the national anthem is positive mental health. They in- sional painter tomorrow. Have
Officers-elect who will take Army
from
1950-52,
and
clude:
being played.
learned my lesson—I am a office following Alumni Day taught and coached at
Ice cream, corn bread, and
1. Developing an understand- clothing salesman — n o t a next Saturday are Miss Wilnra Ileasurevillo High School from
hamburgers are Mozart's fav- ing and tolerance of others.
Jean Carroll, Cak Ridge, Tenn., 1952-56.
He has been affiliatpalnte.-!
orite foods. He used to have
2. Learning to handle probpresident; Mr. Louis A. Power, ed with the John Hancock Life
a charge account at Collin's lems in life.
THE SAME—Holds true In Glasgow, first vice president, Insurance Company since 1958.
drug store for all the Ice cream
3. Becoming involved in some lots of aspects. If you don't and .Mis. Wilson
Moberly,
He is a member of the Lexhe could eat, but in his later hobby or activity that has relaRichmond, second vice presi- ington Chamber of Commerce,
years, he has had to give up tionships with people, as well as know — don't guess — go to
someone that does know. Lots
such luxuries and must stick by oneself.
to a special diet. All the stu4. Being productive — have of people feel that sin.ee they
dents are cautioned not to feed goals to achieve and work wear clothes, they know all
Mozart, for he is receiving toward these goals.
about clothes and the proper
medicine and sufficient food at
Dr. McPheeters encouraged fit. I live in an apartment
Miss Bale's home.
physical fitness and said that it house and I certainly know
Loves All
Tom Coffey and Oliver Bryis necessary to have regular nothing about building one!—
Mozart's affection
include hours for sleeping and to. eat So, whcivtyou go clothes shop- ant will represent the College
the whole campus and ho has well-balanced meals.
ping, use your own good taste, at the National Leadership Innever been known to snap or
If you have physical dis- and lend an ear to the profes- stitute on the United. Nations
bite a friendly hand. He will orders, have them treated; set sional advice' of the salesper- and World Affairs. The conoften come when called, and goals and then plan activities son. (They are there fpr that ference will take place at Sarah
will allow students to pick to accomplish them; get in- service, hot their health!). The Laurence College, Bronxvllle,
I burrs from his coat and pet volved in college activities; guy across the hall may have New York, June 12-19.
him. Mozart's heath is de- keep an active mind, and have a cool sweat shirt. But that
Representatives for this con■ finitely declining and he should broad interests.
does not. mean he knows any- ference were chosen on the
be treated with respect, as betmng about clothes (except basis of leadership ability and
fits an elder nvamlber of Easthow to put them on).
Interest in world affairs.
ern.
RECEIVED—A real friendly
The representatives will he*r
Mozart has been honored by
post card from someone who a series of lectures on the difEastern's student council. A
signed
it
"like
your
column"—
ferent
. facets of International
portrait of him is hanging in
The Industrial Arts Club will
for that encourage- relations and world affairs. The
the S.UB. .bookstore, since it sponsor the 1964 spring semes- thanks
I really appreciated purpose of the conference is to
was unveiled last year. The ter open house for the indus- ment,
hearing from you (wish you
picture is only one symbol of trial arts department this Mon- had s.gned your name — but familiarize students with U.N.
the affection Eastern holds for day from 2 pjn. until 9 p.m. in that's O.K. I'm Just glad you and to train others concerning
the U.N.
him. We all hope he will be the Pitzpatrick Building.
took the time to drop me a
The highlight of the week
with us for many more years,
The display of projects is card). In answer to your quesgoing to classes, games, gra- part of an effort to promote a tion, quote: "Are Ascots pop- will be a visit to the New York
Fair.
duations, and assemblies, as a better understanding of indus- ular with the college crowds?" World's
and Bryant are two
true number of Eastern's cam- trial arts throughout the cam-1 Unquote: "Yes, very, and gain- of Coffey
three students from Kenpus. Door prizes representing in the popularity field of caspus.
will attend the conthe four main areas of the de- ual wear, • I personally like tucky whoAlso
to be representpartment will be awarded to Ascots—they add a certain zip ference.
ed at conference will be stufour people who register bedents from the United States,
tween 2 pjm. and 8 p.m. -First
"MORGAN" — Assured me Canada, and Puerto Rico.
prize will be a nest of tables,
The conference is sponsored
second prize, a wrough-iron pa- la3t night that an "Eastern under the auspicies of the Coltio chair, third prize, a contem- Beanie" would soon be hang- legiate Council for the United
porary unbalanced lamp, and ing In my "Kentuckian Shop." Nations, which is a college
fourth prize will be a box of By the time this reaches press, movement for the U.N.
it will probably be waving in
personalized stationery.
Coffey, a Junior from LexThe drawing will take place the "air-conditioned breeze." ington will attend the conferAnd I will be honored—
at 8 p.m.
ence as an officer of the Mid
Each student will display the
"ROGER JONES"—Of U. of South region of the CCUN.
projects he has constructed in K., is visiting me at the time Bryant, a junior from Mt.
his courses this semester. The and watching T.V. whlel I Sterling, is the Student Counexhibit will include furniture, scribble. (He was not one of cil representative from the
printing,
electrical
set-ups, the work detail — thus, he local CCUN.
mechanical drawings and hous% showed up!) Roger Is always
Coffey received a scholarship
plan*.
very neat, and he' has,a good to attend, which Includes room,
sense
of
color
co-ordination.
board, and materials. He was
—
He Is relaxed and comfortable awarded the scholarship for his
BRYANT
In the following sport outfit, work in Kentucky and the reGETTING MARRIED? ? ? SEE US FOR A COLOR
a sport shirt with short sleeves, gion this year.
WEDDING ALBUM OF YOUR WEDDING!
button down collar and tapered
body, and the color is deep
"bottle" green"—His slax are
of a light green shade called
Mattson Studio • Phone 986-4961 • Short St. • Berea, Ky.
"misty green" and are of the
extremely popular dacron-cotton bler.'d. A wide belt of "bottle green" and so* of the
same coloring. Roger likes
comfort as well as style—so
he is walking around in a pair
of olive shaded, brushed pigskin loafers by "Wolverine,"
called "Hush-Puppies," — If
you have never worn a pair of
"Hush-Puppies" — give your
tootsies a treat and try a pair!
They can be purchased in the
loafer, or slip-on style or the
convertlonal lace-up — either
style is terrific—

RAMSEY

Alumni Association Elects Officers

McPheeters
Discusses

Mental Health

National Association Life Underwriters,
Lexington Estate
Planning Council, and American Society of Chartered Life
Undeiwriters. ■ He
is vice
chairman of the official board
of the Epworth Methodist
Jiurch. and is treasurer of the
Lexington Life ■ Underwriters
Association.
He teaches the Chartered
TJfe
Underwriters
Course,
sponsored by the Lexington
Life Underwriters in eonjunc~£ £i™ the University of
Kentucky the the American
College of Life Underwriters.
Madison Native
Miss Oliver, a native of
Madison County, receiv-sd a
J.S. degree In 1956 and has
done additional graduate work
at Eastern. She has been a
teacher at Slloeim School, Red
House Grade School, and is
presently serving as librarian
at the Daniel Boone Elementary School.
She is a m-mlber of the National Education Association^
Kentucky Education Association, Central Kentucky Education Association, the executive
board of the Madison County
Teachers Association, Parents
and Teachers Association. Kentucky Association of School
Librarians, and the Madison
County Co-op Homemakers.

Two Attend N. Y. CCUN Meet

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure on banking with us"
2 Convenient Locations —
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

IA Holds Open House

Watch For

The Summer
Progress

AND TOM COFFEY

Warren Brunner, Photographer

ROYAL OFFERS

2 Storage Plans

Nvc,

&

SUNN/A.C/

SWI*0

calls for Penney's vo'ue priced

SWIMWEAR

A. GALEY'& LORD COMBED COTTON rRl'NKS In
colorful plaid patterns! With
all the wanted tenures at a
fabulous low price! Sizes S,
M, L, XL.

BOX STORAGE
Call For or Pick Up One of our Storage Hampers. Fin it with all it will hold. We will store
for only $1.95 p!us the Regular Dry Cleaning
Charge. Nothing to pay till Fail.

2. HOME STORAGE
For All Orders of $3.95 or More, we will furnish
Moth Proof Storage Bag FREE, ready to store
at home.

2.98

a FAST DRYING ALL NYLON STRETCH SUITS in
colorful Jacquard knit tex1 patterns, fit belter, feel
better! Savaf "..

2.9o
C. THE LATEST! LOWRUE LASTEX SUITS of
blended acetate, cotton' 'n
a spandex! Moves with
rau for absolute free comfort! Sizes 28 to 38.

3.98

ONE HOUR CLEANERS

^V/HERE DRY CLEANING' IS A. PROFESSION"

ANOTHER — SHREWD
move^ I am going to end this
costly madness for this week.
*> l^<pg for nRW,

Vernon "Pete" Noland, Manager
Phone 623-3404

North Second At Irvine

•4.

ANOTHER — Visitor. "John
Rink", (this place is like
living ,in Grand Central Station) Is so casual that I feel
"over-dressed," In my paint
spattered sweatshirt and bedraggled chinos, with wornout
sneakers" to match. "Rink" is
sporting a navy blue short
slee"" port -^-''f ^-'ped'at «••
neckline in white —" a pair of
light blue bermudas and a pair
of navy blue ankle length
sox and a pair of sneakers as
dirty as mine—(He also was
not a part of the work detail
—so he also showed up—after
it was too dark to paint —
Shrewd move I call it!!)

MAXSON'S

EASTERN'S AIR CONDITIONED 'TOWERS"
t•'. . Awaiting, summer school students at Eastern are these hew 12-story men's dormitories,
both of which are fully air-conditioned. Todd
Hall, right, was completed and occupied by
360 students In April. Dupree Hall, left, will
be completed by June. 1. It also will house
360 men students. The one story area connect-

ing the two halls contains lounge and recreatjon
facilities. Cost of the two don..:
12.830,000. Also available" for men students is
air-conditioned Earle Corrtbs Hall. McGregor
Hall, also air-conditioned, awaits 460 women
students this summer, r Eastern's summer session begins June 15 and lasts lint* August 7.
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